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A.  FOREWARD 
Between  1977  and  1979  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
produc~d  studies  on  the  applications  of.·. Greece,  Portugal  ·and· 
Spain  for  membership  of  the  Community.  The  Committee  had  done 
'likewise  when  the  United  Kingd9m,  Ireland  and  Denmark  joined  the 
E.EC  on  1  January 1973.  'l'he  studies on Greece,  Portugal  and  Spain 
surveyed  the  economies  ru1d  social  fabric  of  the  applicant 
countries  and  brought  t~gether  a  large  number  of  facts  and· 
figures. ·  It  was  thus  possible  to  have  an  overall  view  of. the 
situation in each of the  ~hree countries. 
In  its document  entitled "General Considerations  of.  the 
'  '  .  •,fl 
'  Problems.  o{  Enlargement",  the  Commission  took  stock·  of.  the 
problems  involved  in  increasing  members]1ip  from  Nine  to  Twelve 
countries  and  attempted  to  determine  the  conditions  for  suc-
cessful  enlargement.  These  general  considerations  were · accom-
panied  by  an  analysis  of  tte  economic,  social  and  institutional 
aspects  of enlargement. 
On  the  basis  of  the  Commission~  s  .work  the  Economic  and· 
· Social  Committee  decided  in  November  1;.978  to  up  an 
own-initiative  Opinion.  The  latter would  take  into  account  both 
earlier  work  carried  out  by  ·the  Committee  and  the  Commission  .·  ... 
document. 
A  Sub-Committee  on  Enlargement  was  set  up  to  this 
effect  and  the  Committee's  Opinion  was  prepared  between  December 
1978  and  June  1979. 
The  Opinion  was  finally  adopted  at  the  Col'nmi ttee.•'s · 
Plenary  Session  of  27  and  28  June  1979.  The' Plenary  Session  in 
·.question was  attended  by  Mr  Lorenzo  .i:·~ATALI,  Vice-President  of  the 
Commission  .and  responsible  for  questions.  of  enlargement.  Hr 
NATALI  also  took part  in  the  discussion.  The  text of the  Opinion 
is to  be  found  in this booklet. - 1  -
B.  OPINION  OF  THE  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  COMMITTEE  ON  THE  APPLI-
CATIONS  OF  GREECE,  PORTUGAL  AND  SPAIN  FOR  MEMBERSHIP  OF  THE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
.THE  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  COMMITTEE 
WHEREAS 
WHEREAS 
in  ,view  of  Greek,  Portuguese  and  Spanish 
applications  to  join  ..  the  EEC  this  is  an 
opportune  moment  for  the  Economic  and  Social 
Cornmi ttee  to  deliver  an  Opinion  on  all  prob-
lems  connected  with  enlargement,  and  whereas 
previous  work  of  the  Committee  should  also be 
taken  int'o consideration; 
the  most  relevant  Coml'l!i ttee  documents  are  as 
follows 
- Study  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
on  Relations  between  the  Community  and 
Portugal  (Doc.  CES  485/77  +  Annexes)  of 
27  April  1976; 
Study  of  the  Economic  and ·Social  Committee 
on  relations  between  :the  Community  and 
Greece  (Doc.  CES  774/78  +  Appendices)  of 
11  July 1978; 
- Initial  Study  of  the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  on  the  Community's  Relations  with 
Spain  (Doc.  CES  844/78)  of 12  July 1978; 
- Data  from  the  aforementioned  Studies  of  the 
Economic  and Social  Comrrd ttee 
(Doc.  CES  965/78)  of 31  October 1978; .WHEREA~ 
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- Opinion  of  the  Economic  · an.d  Social  Com-
mittee  on  Greece's  Application  for  Member-
ship  of  the  European  Community  · 
(Doc.  CES  1141/78)  of  29'November  1978; 
- Study  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
on  the  Community's  Relations  with  Spain 
(Doc.  CES  611/79)  of  23  May  1~79; 
the  exper-iences  gained  :from  the  first  en-
largement  of  the  Community  in  1973  must  be 
taken  into considerat1on, 
ADOPTED  THE  FOLLOWING  OPINION 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee. is  mind:ful  o:f  the 
fact  that  the  second  enlargement ··of  the  .Europee~'1  .Community 
(:from  nine  to  twelve. members)  is  in keeping  wi~h the  preamble 
of  the  EEC  Treaty  in  which  the  signatories  "call  upon  the· 
other peoples  o:f  Europe  who  share  their ideal  to  join in their 
efforts".  The  Committee ·is  of  the  opi.~ion that  enlargement 
will . help  to  bring  about  political  stability  and  strengthen 
democracy  in  southern  Europe,  thus ::consolidating  the.  demo-
cratic  system  throughout  Europe. 
,1· - 3  -
This  overriding  aim  means  that  appropriate . and  just 
solutions  must  be  found  to  the  economic  ·and  soci·al · proble~s. 
arising out  of enlargement.  This  may  possibly involve sacrifices 
·and,  burdens;  if so  these  sacrifices  and  burdens will haye  to  be-
shared  out  evenly  among  Member  States,  the  acceding  countries 
and  the various economic  and  social  sectors and  groups. 
The  ultimate  economic  aim of  enlargement is to increase 
the  prosperity of all through 
11the  co~stant improvement  of living 
and  working  conditions".  Every  opportunity  must  therefore  be. 
seized  to generate  a  new  dynamism  so  as  to  achieve  a  rational  and 
efficient  division  of  labour  within  the  new,  enlarged Community. 
One  way  of  doing  this is  to  open  up  new  markets  in agri.cul ture 
and  industry.  Everything  must  also  be  done  to  prevent  the 
tendency  towards  stagnation  and  the  weakening  of Community soli-
darity from  gaining  any  more  ground. 
The  European  Community  must  be  strengthened.  ·not 
·  weakened.  Resolute  efforts  must  therefore· be  made  to  secure  a 
·more  balanced  development  of  the  various  regions  of  Europe;  for 
the  greater the 1isparities and  the· wider the  gap  in standards  of 
·.living,  the  more  the  cohesion  and  solidarity of  the  Comniunit'y  are 
'in  jeopardy.  , 
The  dynamic  opening-up  O.f  markets  ln  industry  and 
agriculture  must· go  hand  in  hand  with  all-embr·acing  Community 
measures  designed  primarily  to  help  backwar~ regions  and  sectors 
_:particularly. hard  hit  by  enlargement  (regional  policy, ·social 
policy,  etc.)~ 
·.·  , . 
.  ,.  ·~ 
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A  critical  survey  must  be  made  of  ~he  Community's 
weaknesses  and  problems  before  action  can  be  taken to eliminate 
them;  this  will  also  ensure  that  the  Community  will  not  be 
further  weakened ·by  enlargement.  Such  a  critical  survey  is 
vi tal  if efforts  to  achieve  European  Union  are  still  to  have 
any  chance  of  success. 
The  Treaties  establishing  the  Community  were  drawn 
up  with  the  firm  resolve  to  "lay  the  foundations  of  an  ever 
closer  union  arr.·ong  the  peoples  of  Europe". :'The  Economic  and 
Social  Committee·  considers  it  essential  ·that  the  acceding 
countries  adopt  the  Community's  basic  tenets, ·which are  either 
embodied  in  the  Treaties  of  Rome  and  Community  secondary . 
legislation  or  else  are  implied  in  the  political  objectives 
that  have  been  set.  On  the  other  hand,  the  Community  should 
.also  be  flexible  enough  to  take  all  necessary  measures  to 
ensure  that  the  acceding  countries  are  integrated  into  the 
Community  without  too  many  difficulties  e.i ther  for  themselves 
or for  the  Member  States. 
:1.  Institutional questions- Community  bodies 
of. economic  and  social  groups 
.  , Decision-making  and  working  procedures 
Participation 
Commyni ty  decision-ml:!:king  is  at  present  extensively' 
o1ocked  by  the  practice  of  requiring  . unanimi t,y.  for  Council 
-, 
,  .. I; 
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~ecisions  in  practically  all  those  areas  where  the  Treaties 
provide for majority decisions.  This state of affairs  c~ only 
be .  put  right  if  the  Treaties  ( EEC,  EAEC, ·  ECSC)  are  fully 
-implemented,  i.e.  if there  is an  increasing ·return to majority 
decisions  where  these  are  provided  for  under the Treaties  (see 
·Doc.  COM(78)  190  final  entitled  "Transitional  Period  and 
'Institutional  Consequences  of  Enlargement"  of  24  April  1978. 
·pages  13  and 14). 
One  way  of  avoiding  a  great  many  dif'ficul  ties would 
be  to  make  it  clear  to  the  new  Members  that  voting,. by  a 
quali~ied majority  is an  integral  and  indisputable :part of  the 
'';'acquis  cc;>mmunautair'e". 
Curtailment  of'  the  right  of  veto  would  give  the 
··commission  and  Council  more  room  for  manoe':lvre;  it would  also 
enable. them  to  take  whatever  decisions  are  deemed  necessary  in 
good  time  - even  in a  Community  of'  Twelve. 
But  if'  things  stay  as  they  are  at  present,  .. the 
· Community  of  Twelve  will  find  it  even· more  difficult  to  push 
through  a  common  European policy. 
I  •  The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  considers  that  the 
,Community  Institutions must  make  a  comprehensive,  in-depth 
..  :study  of. ways  in  which  their  internal  structures  and  i:idmini- :. 
·strative  machinery  can  be  adapted  to  the  new  dimension  of'  the:.·  .,  . 
c.ommun:i:ty •.  In  the  enlarged  Communi:tY·.  the  aim  should  be.'·. 
'·  t'  ·; .. - 6  -
efficient  and  co~prehensible  European  Institutions.  In  _other 
words,  the  Community  must  be  organi·zed  in such  a  way  that it can. 
function  properly;  decision-making practices  that  impedt::.  applica-
'  tion of the  Treaties  should  be  abandoned. 
•  l, 
The  enlarged  Community  must  be  capable  of  making  its 
act!  vi ties  understandable  in  the  languages  of  . all  the  Member 
States  and  it  must  resist  the  temptation  to  use  ·techni'cal  and 
practica'l difficulties as  a  reason  for barring repre$entatives of 
certain  Member  States  from  using  their  own  language  when  taking 
part  in the  Community's  decisionmakirig  process. 
Composition of EEC  Institutions 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  takes  the  view  that  a 
formal  adjustmertt  of  the  Treaties  without  any  changes  of  sub-
' stance  should  be  sufficient  to  enable  the  Community  of  Twelve_  to 
- f·unction  properly  ( *). 
After ·enlargement  the  Economi-c  and  Social  ·Committee 
wi 11  continue  to  play its full  role  as  spokesman  for  economic:  and 
social  interest groups  vis-a-vis  the  Commissicm,  Council.  and 
(*)  See  Doc.  COM(78}  190  final  of  24  April  1978, 
pages  9-12. - 7  -
European  Parliament.  The  Committee  therefore  considers ·that 
Community  legislators  should :take  the  necessary  steps . to  ensure 
that  the  ESC  can  fully  assume  its role  as  Europe's consultative 
bodY. 
Participation of socio-economic  groups  from·  the' acceding· coun-
tries in EEC  policy formation 
(Doc.  CES  901/78,  p.  7) 
In  its  capacity  as  the  Community's·  socio-ecqnomic· 
consultative  assembly,  the  ESC  hopes  that  the. process  of setting 
. up  and  developing  democratic  organ;izations  representing· economic 
and social interest groups  in the  acceding  .. countries will  soon  be 
completed. 
It is  vital  for  such  democratic  organizations  to. exist 
.in  the  acceding countries  : 
'  ·  (a)  so  that  all  economic  and  social 
involved  in  policy  formation  in 
institutions of·the Community,  and 
interest. groups ·can  be 
th:~.  vario.us  bodies  and 
(b)  so  that  measures  requir~ng  · the  participation  of  such  groups 
can  be  carr·ied  out  in  practice  (see  also  Doc.  CES  832/78 
Appendix 1,  pages 1-2). 
>· 
'~  '. 
'., 
-, ·t ,,. 
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~.  Adoption by  the  acceding countries of  the· "aquis  cbmmunau-
taire11 
·Adoption of the  11acguis  communautaire"  as  a·basic  requirement  of' 
the  Community 
The  EEC  is  not  a  static  creation  but  a  living,  con-
tinually  growing  body.  For  more  than  20  years  now  its  members 
have  built  up  a  network  of  common  interests  in  the  economic  and 
social  spheres  - interests  that  have  taken  the  rorm. of rules and 
.  '  . 
objectives  applicable  to,  and  adopted  by,  all  MeJT.ber  States.  If  . 
the  acceding  countries  are  to  become  part  and  parcel  of :this 
ever-expanding  web,  then  they  must  accept  (a).  t11e  basic Tfeaties · 
of  the  Community  and  all  the  political,  economic  ~'~  social 
objectives  pursued  on  the  basis  thereof,  and.  (b)  all  the  various 
decisions  and  resolutions  taken after the  entry  into·force of.the 
Treaties  (secondary  legislation).  In  other  words  Greece, 
Portugal  and  Spain  must  accept  the  "acquis  communautaire", 
·including all  Community  objectives  and policies at  the particular 
stage  they  have  reached  .at  the  time· of  accession  and  at  the· end 
.of  the  transitional period. 
The 
11acquis  communautaire"  boils  :.down  to  the  fol-
. ·'lowing 
On  the  domestic  front 
Adoption  of  : 
the  customs  union  and  customs  law;  ,I,,,· 
- Community  policies  in  the  field  of  t;he  common  market  and 
competition,  industrial  policy,  social  policy,  regional.· and 
sectoral  structural  policies,  energy  policy,  research  policy, 
transport policy,  fisheries policy;  .  ·  ·  · 
the  first  steps  in  the  direction of a  European  consumer policy 
and  an environmental  policy; 
·  .. 
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the  Common  Agricultural  Policy; 
the  present  atate  of  economic  convergence  plus  all  existing. 
Community  agraements  on  a  1 European  monetary· system 
1  aimed  at 
creating a  zone  of economic  and monetary  .~tabili  ty; 
- the.:  Community  1 s  "own  resources"  policy  ;and  the  fund-raisil!-g 
methods  applicable  thereto. 
In relation to  the outside world 
Adoption of  : 
- the  association  and  cooperation  agreements  with  Mediterranean 
countries; 
- the development  policy,  and particularly the  ACP-EEC  agreements 
(Lome  I  and  II)  (opening  up  of  European  markets,  deveiopment 
aid,  stabilization of export earnings.  indll;Stri.al  and  technical 
cooperation); 
- those  aspects  of  European  political  cooperation  that  are 
designed  to  secure peace  in  the  Medite~ranean araa; 
the  common  com1nercial  policy,  i.e.  inter alia: 
- the  free  trade  agreements  with  .a  number  of  European  coun-
tries; 
the  trade  agreements  concluded ·with other countries 
(e.g.  Canada); 
- the  relations  between  the  EEC  and  its  partners  within  the 
framework  of  GATT; 
- the  generalized  system  of  preferences  for developing  coun-
tries. 
Transitional  period 
Essentials 
Unlike  the  situation when  the  EEC·  was  enlarged for the 
. first  time,  the  entry of  Greece.  Portugal  and  Spain  will  pose·  a 
'  . 
· large  number  of'  dif:ficul  t  trans!  tiona!  problems  and  solutions 
will  have  to  be  found  to  the  proplem  of  how  to  integrate 
countries  which,  in  socio-economic  terms,  . :faH.  well  behind  the 
Community  average.  The  transitional  meas.ures  adopted  will 
therefore have  to be  such 
'·· - 10  -
that  the  Community  is not  slowed  down,  can  be  consolidated and 
can make  new  progress; 
- that  sectoral  and  regional  problems  currently  plaguing  the  .  ·.· 
Community,  andwhich frequently  occur  in the  ac~eding count:ries 
·a~  well  (e.g.  in  agriculture  as· well  as  the  steel, .textile, 
footwear  and  shipbuilding industries),  are not  aggravated after 
enlargement. 
The  question  of  the  nature  and,  scope  of  adjustments 
. .  . 
shou1 d  therefore  be  tackled  as  soon  as entry negotiations  begin. 
Solutions  to  transitional problems will  need  to be  sufficiently 
flexible. 
The  pre-accession period 
To  smooth  out  adjustment  problems,  acceding  countries 
should  be  progressively  involved  in  Community  procedures  . and 
political  cooperation  during  the  period  be~ween  the.  signing  of 
the  -acts  of  accession  and  their  entry  .into  force.  In  this 
respect  the  Community  can  draw  on  the positive  experiences of the 
first  enlargement. 
The  post-accessi0n period - duration of the  transitional period 
in  the 
The  transitional  period ·proper begins· after  accession~ 
case  of  a  number  of  sectors  it is  botind  to  be  at -least 
..  ~  '  .  ,· 
·five  years  (i.e.  the  duration  of  the  transitional  period  during 
'the  first  enlargement)  since  the  adjustments 'to  be  made  now . are 
that_much bigger. - 11  -. 
The  actual  length  of  the  transitional  period  will  no 
doubt  depend  partly  on  the  ·starting  .Position  and  level  of 
··development of the accedi.ng country in question and partly on  the 
development  of the  economic  situation in Europe  and  the world.· 
The  transitional  period  will  be  sufficiently  flexible 
.·if it is based on,  or generally compatible with;  Article f:iof  the  .. ·· 
EEC  Treaty  (e.g.  division  into· stages  and ·Specific  transi  tiona! 
programmes  for  individual  sectors  and  regions).  Interested  par-
ties and,  if need  be,  the Economic  and Social  Committee  should be 
consulted  in this respect. 
The  actual  transitional·  measur~s  adopted  must  also 
·.  ~nsure the further development  o:f  the  Community. 
The  adjustments  which  need  . to  be  made  by  acceding 
countries  must  receive  effective  assistance  from  the  Community's 
various  financiR.l  instruments;  adequate  :funds  must  .also  p~ 
released  to  enable  existing  Member  States  to  make  the  necessary 
adjustments. 
Provision  will  also  have  to  be  made  to  int·roduce 
protective measures during the  transitional period.  These will be 
available  to both  ne~ and.existing Member  States in order to cope 
.with  unforeseen  difficulties  (e.g..  when  adopting  the  ·~ acqui  s 
~ommunautaire") and  to counteract  the  threat  to certain sensitive· 
·:'sectors.  Article  135  of  the  existi~g  Act  of  Acc~ssion· co:uld  be. 
invoked as  a  legal basis.  The  second paragraph of  Article  135  in 
·f'ac t  states  that  "the  Commission  shall,  by  emergency  procedure, 
det~rmine  without  delay  the  protect!  ve  measures  which  it consi-
ders  necessary"  and  the  Community . Institutions  must  be  ready  to. 
take  such measures on  the basis of this Article. 
··' ..  " 
.  ·. 
'  ~~ 
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.-It will· therefore  be  necessary  to  take  spe9ial_ measures 
during  the  transitional  period  so  that  all  Member  States  can 
fulfil  their obligations  afterwards.  The  nature  of  the  measures 
will  depend  on  the  size  and  seriousness  of  the  problems  to  be 
overcome • 
The  dynamics  of !h_e  Community • s  development . .and  the  re-shaping 
·.of certain policie!· 
After  the  accession  of  Greece,  Spain  and  Portugal  the 
Community  will  take  on  a  new  lease of life,  increasing its share 
of world  trade  and  improving  the  economic  equilibrium between.the 
major  economic  areas  of  the  world.  This  new  dynamism  could  lead 
. to  a  re-shaping  of  certain  Communi~y pol:),cies.  If so,  it would 
also reflect  the  growing  responsibilities of  the  Community. 
The  agricultural  sector  of  the  EEC  will , expand  as  a 
result  of  enlargement  and  the  Communi ty:• s  fulcrum  will  move 
further  south.  The  socio~economic composition  of  the  new  Commu-
nity  will  also  be  different  from  what  it  is  at  present  arid 
concrete  policies  will  have  to  be  adjusted  accordingly  - though 
without  leading  to  a  transformation  or  dilution  of  the  unique 
structures of the  Community  in institutional,  socia·l  and  economic 
fields. 
The  Eur.opean  Community  was  in  fact  founded  to  bring 
about  lasting ·peace  in  Europe,  to  increase  prosperity  and  to 
forge  a  living  bonq  of  solidarity between  t.he:peoples  of  Europe~ 
With  a  weak.  and  paralysed  Communfty  it would  be  impossible  to 
achieve  these  aims. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee· :therefore  underlines 
the.  need  to  ensure  that  the  Community·  continues  to  remain 
·"operational"  and  that  -all  its  Member  States  develop  .har-
moniously  • - 13  -
3.  Community policies 
··. 
Common  market  competition policy 
The  establishment  of  a  common  market  is  the  most 
important  economic  task of the  Community,and  enlargement must  not 
' 
be  allowed  to  slow things down.  This means.that  there must  pe  no 
slow-down  (a)  in  the  completion  of  the  customs  union  (i.e.  not  .  . 
only  tariffs,  but  also  practices  and  procedures),  (b)  ·in  the 
abolition  of  technical  barriers  to  trade  and  (c)  in  the  opening 
. up  of public  sector purchases  (See  Doc.  C.ES 965/78,  page 14). 
If  there  is  to  be  full-scale  participation  in  the 
common  market,  acceding  countries  nlUst  be  prepared . to  dismantle 
.  .  . 
existing trade barriers and  eliminate distortions of competition; 
· this'  includes  the  withdrawal  of  subsidies  that  distort  compe·ti-
tion.  The  aim  is  to  create  equal  terms  of  competi  t·iori.  A 
cornerstone  of  this  polic:y  is  acceptance  by  the  acceding  coun-
tries of the  Community's  VAT  system. 
~he European Monetary  System  - the  fundamentals  of economic 
policy 
The  convergence  of  the  . nine  Member  States'  economic 
policies  and  the  move  towards  economic  and  monetary  union  have 
reac.hed  a  concrete  stage insofar as monetary policy is .concerne.d  • 
. Neve'rtheiess,  differing  conceptions  and  aims.  not  to . inemtion 
differing  relative  economic  and  political  strengths  within  the 
Community,  have  so  far  proved  to  be  major· obstacles  to  ·the 
attainment  of this  goa1  and  have  held back  economic  and monetary 
policies  based  on  the  principles  of  convergence  and  stability. 
These  differences 
largement. 
will  become  even  more . pronounced  with  en-- 14  -
The  goal  of economic  and  monetary  union has  become  more 
of  a  reality  so  we  must  at  all  events  pre'vef?.t  it from. slipping  •. 
· ··back  out  of  reach  again.  Closer  intra-Comm,uni ty  coordinatJon of  '·  · 
economic  policies  is  required  in  ord~r to  attain  the  objectives . 
of  full  employment,  stability  .•  growth  and  a  fail·  distribution of 
prosperity.  If ·economic  and social  policy is to  be  effective,. it 
must  in  the  coming  years  be  oriented  increasingly· towards  the 
medium  term.  This  will  entail  setting  mediu:n-term  9ommuni ty 
objectives  whosP.  implementation  can  be  monitor~d  within  a 
regional  and  sectoral  structural  policy.  (Cf.  Doc.  CES  965/7.8, 
pa~e 15  et seq.). 
Greece 
The  transitional provisions  must ,include  : 
- two-way  safeguard  clauses  to  be  used  when  abnormal  competition 
threatens  to  throw  c~rtain industries out  of gear; 
procedures  to  prevent  competi  tiori  be.tween. Greece  and  :the  rest 
of  the  Community  from  being  distorted  by  transport  s~bsidies·, 
etc; 
- regulations  to  prevent  distortions  of  competition :through 
currency exchange  problems. 
(Cf.  Doc.  CES  1141/78,  page  3). 
:, .'Portugal 
In  the  case  of  Portugal,  t'he' we.ikest  acceding  couri.ti_'y 
from  the  socio-economic point of view,  everything must  be  done  to 
immediately  strengthen  her  economy  so  that  1 t  can  be  integrated 
·~nto  the  Community  with  as  little  .friction  as  possible.  ca.re 
'must  also  be  taken  to  ensure  that  measures . are  not  taken  that 
·Will,  in the  long  run,  lead to unfair competition. 
' .. ,  .·· 
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The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  is 
that  the ·adaptation  of  Portuguese  production  to 
implies  a  thorough knowledge  of Community  markets. 
of  the  . opinion 
meet  EEC  deriaand  .· 
The  ComiWnity  ,. 
could' be·  of  considerable  help  in  this  respect  (re •. 'detailed 
recommendations  of  the  Committee,  see  Doc.  CES  485/77,  pages  63 
et seq.). 
spain 
Spain  undoubtedly · poses  the  biggest  pl~oblems  when  it · ·. 
comes  to  equal  terms  of  competition . wi  th,in  the  framew~rk  of  a· 
common  market.  This  is because  Spain  has  a  comprehensiye  system 
'L·, 
that  promotes  her  exports  to  the  Community  whilst  putting. up·. 
bar~iers  against  imports  from  the  Community.  The  particular 
measures  adopted  by  Spain  include:  levying·  of  various  customs 
duties;  frequent  devaluations  of  the  peseta;  compensatory  taxes • 
discriminating  against  imports  alongside  tax  rebates  encouraging 
exports;  import price controls;  evaluation of  the  value of gQods 
for  customs  purposes;  introduction of  sp~cific duties;  interpre~ 
tat  ion  of  customs  nomenclature;  certificatipn  requirements; · the 
issue ·  of  licences  (See  Doc.  CES  965/78.,  page  12  and 
Doc.  CES  611/79,  pages  60  et seq.). 
With  the  entry of'  Spain  into  the  EEC  Spanish producers,· 
formerly  cos~,;;etted  by  a  large number  of protective measures,  will 
have  to cope  with economic  and social conditions  similar· to:those 
J  •  • •  •  • 
obtaining  in  the  Common  Market.  Adjusting  current  trading  prac-
, ·,  tices  to  the  requirements · of  a~cession ·.will  be  particularly 
difficult  both  for  Spain  and  the . Community  of  Nine.  Setting  a 
· timetable  for  the  introduction  of  equal  terms  of  competition, 
including  adoption  of  the  Community's  VAT  system,  is a  matter of 
compelling  urgen~y  to  Spain.  Agreement  on  two-way  · safeguard 
,clauses  is  also particularly vital  in the case of Spain  • 
~:·  >,  . 
·..._'  .·-
... ..... 
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Spain  must  now  show  the  necessary  willingness  to 
- r~idly m~ke appropriate  adjustmentf)  to· the ·conditions prevailing 
in  the  Community  at  least  as  regards  a  number  of  factors 
exercising a  decisive  influence on  trade  :flows.  It is impe·rative 
that  concrete  progress  be  made  in  aligning  the  legal,  economi"c 
and  social  conditions  that  form  the  framewcrk  :for  relations 
.between  the  Nine  and  Spain.  Without  such  an  adjustment, ·it is to 
be  feared  that  at  the  beginning  of the  transitiol'lal  period Spain 
would  he  forced  to  ask  for excepticns  and extensions  of deadlines 
in.  order  to  cope  with  difficulties  in  certain  sectors  of  its 
.. economy  (see  Doc~  CES  611/79  pages  62  et  seq.  for  the  current 
practical problems). 
To  be  more  precise,  the  Commission  should  after 
engaging,. in  cons.ul tat  ions  and  an  exchange_ of .information  -.call 
. upon  Spain  to  immediately  make  "selective:!~  adjustments  in  order 
·to  fall  into  line. with  the  conditions  prevaiiing  in  the  Commu-
nity;  these  adjustments  should  then  be  a. key  element  in  eht:ry 
negotiations  (cf.  Doc.  CES  611/79  fin,  page. 63). 
Spain  should  accordingly  be  urged  to  introduce  and 
implement  as  soon  as  possible  a  series  of  legal  measures  which 
. would  ensure  the  "neutralizing"  effect  of  taxes  on  imports  and 
exports  and  w!"lich  would  bring  about  (a)  a  reduction  of  the 
customs  duty  on  imports  f'rom  the  European  Community,  (b)  a  change 
. .i:n  present  administrative  practices,  and  (c;:)  a  rapid switch from 
a  multi-stage  turnover  tax  to  VAT.  These·· measures  cannot  be 
deferred until after Spain has  joined  the  Commi.m:!.ty . 
.  ... - 17  -
Social policy 
Freedom of movement 
Freedom  of  movement  for  workers  is another  fundam~ntal 
tenet  of  the  EEC  Tre.aty.- After  the.transitional  peri'od  it' must 
~lso ·apply  to  workers  from  acceding  countries  without  restric-
tion. 
A relatively long  transitional, period will,  however,  be 
needed  because  of  structural  and  cyclical  unemployment  in  the 
Community.  The  actual  length  will  be  decided  on  through  ag're'e-:-
ment with  individual  acceding countries,  due  account  being  taken 
of  the necessary adjustment  measures  and  their effects. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  considers  that  it 
basically makes  more  sense  to bring  jobs  to  the  unemployed  rather 
than  to  oblige  the  unemployed  to  emigrate  in order to find work. 
For  this  to  come  about,  investment  will have  to be  stepped  up  in 
the  countries  and  regions  hardest  hit  by  unemployment  - at least 
insofar  as  this ·is  possible  (cf.  Doc.  CES ·965/78.  page 15  and 
Doc.  CES  1141/78,  page  3). 
The  agreement  reached  with  Greece  could  be  taken  as  a 
model  for  the  gradual,  flexible  introduction of the  principle of 
. freedom  o.f  moveme!lt,  though it should  not.'be  allowed  to determine 
tpe  actual  duration of  the  transitional  period  .. 
·i 
One  possibility  would  be  to  make  it·  impossible  . to 
.recruit  workers  from  any  of  the  new  Member  States  during  the  .. 
trans!  tiona!  period  without  the  explicit  agreement  of  the  host 
country. ':;'~,. 
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Freedom  of  movem~nt and  employment  situation 
Figures  on. unemployment  in  Greece,  J>ortugal  and  Spain 
vary  a  great  deal.  This is true  not  only of  the  figures published 
by  the  Community  on  the  one  hand  and  the  three  applicant 
countries  on  the  other;  there  are. ,also  wide  variations  within 
each.  acceding  country  depending  on  which 
(cf.  Doc.  CES  965/78,  page  8). 
'•. 
'Greece· 
sources  are  used 
Greece  would  appear to have  a  c.omparatively  low  rate of 
unemployment  ( 1%  in  1978).  if  we  disregard  under-employment  in 
agriculture  as well  as  the fact  that  young  people  out  of work  and 
who  have  never  had  a  job  are  not  included  in  the  unemployment 
statistics.  According  to more  recent  OECD  estimates  (positiori  in 
"1.978) ,  4%  would  appear to  be  nearer the  mark  today. 
The  special  7-year  transitional  period  already  agreed 
·with  Greece  ought  to  be  about  right  in  view  of  the  overall 
situation. 
,Portugal 
The  unemployment/ rate  in  Portugal  has  risen  steadily 
·over  the  last  f~w  years,  reaching  14%  in  1977.  Nor  is  there 
.·anything  to  suggest  that  it  is  going  down  a:t  the  present  time 
(cf.  Doc.  CES  965/78,  page  9).  Portugal  is  in  special  need  of 
massive·· aid  during  the  transi  tion.al  period. so·  that  unemployment 
can be  brought  down.  In view  of  the high  ra~e of unemployment  in 
Portugal  th·e  transitional period· will  have· to  be  longer  than  in 
the  case  of Greece • 
. ' 
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Spain 
By  the  end  of  1977  the  unemployment  rate  in  Spain  had 
topped  the  6%  mark.  There  was  a  .further jump  in 19?8 .and. by  the 
middle  of that year about  8%  of the  working  population was  out  of 
·work  (Doc.  CES  965/78,  page  9).  With  a  total  of  about  one 
million  out  o'f  work,  Spain  has  the  biggest  unemployment  problem 
o'f  the  three  acceding  countries  in  absolute  terms. ·  The  higl'l 
level  of  unemployment,  arid  the  fact  that  Spain  has  the  ruost 
difficult  adjustments  to  make  in  order  'for  there  to  be  'fair 
competition  with  other  countries,  call  for  a  relatively  long 
transitional  period  before  complete  freedom  of  mO'\rement  can  be 
e'stabli  shed. 
Working  conditions 
Workers  rights  and duties 
The  establishment  of  democratic  regimes  in  all  three 
' acceding  countries  has  been  the  most  important  sine qua non' 'for 
...  ensuring  that  the  working  conditions  and  rights  and  duti.es  of 
workers  will  either  be  codified  .in  .legislation  enacted  by 
democratically  elected  parliaments, · or  else  freely  negotiated 
between  trade  unions  and  employers'  a.ssociations. 
Trade  unions  worthy  of  the  name  have  been  able  to 
resume  their  activities  in  all  three  acceding  countries,  though 
industrial  relations  can  still not  be  compared with  those  in the 
Nine; . wage  earnings  in  the  acceding  countries  for  example  are 
much  lower than  those prevailing in  ~he Community  of Nine,  as are 
social  insurance  charges.  This  applies  in 'the  main  to  Greece 
(cf.  Doc.  CES  774/78,  p.  87. et seg.),  but  it  is  also  true  of 
Spain  (cf.  Doc.  CES  611/79,  p.  17  et seg.)  and  Portugal 
(cf.  Doc.  CES  485/77,  pp.  18  and  21). - 20  -
In· the  Economic.  and  Social  Committee 
1 s  view it  should  ... 
be  emphatically  . pointed  o.ut  in  the  'negotiations  that '"·free· 
coll~ctive bargaining coupled with  the  f['eedom  tc  take  inciuf!tri~l;· 
. "action  is  an  essential  ingredient  of  the.  general  process  of 
democratization  <'lnd;  at  the  same. time,  a  sound  guarantee against 
distortions  of  factor price relationships .. which  are  objectionable 
from  a  trade policy angle • 
.  Community  legislation which  will  have  to  be  taken·· over 
, includes  the  directives  adopted  by  the  Coun<;:il  in  recent years  -: 
.:or  sti  11 · to  be  adopted  prior  to  enlargement  - in . applicatiqh  of 
the  Social  Action  Programme  (e.g.  the  principle  of  equal  treat-
ment  for  men  and  women  workers,  the  length  of  the  working  week 
and  paid  annual  leave  and  the  directives  relating  to  collective 
redundancies  and  employers  I  insolvency).  For  this  purpose,  the 
Commission  will  have  to  present  in  the  foreseeable  future  a 
comparative  survey  of  (a}  social  legislation  in  the  acceding 
countries  and  (b)  the  Community's  past  ach~everr.ents  and  current 
work  in  the  social sector. 
·Employment  polict · 
If it is borne  in mind 
that  the  annual  net  increase  in  population  in  the  acceding 
countries  - taking  the  average  for  the years  1966  to .1976  .;..·  is 
well  above  the  rate of  increase  in the ·Nine 
·(Cf.  Doc.  CES  365/78,  p.  5),  and - 21  ~ 
- that  the  structu~al  changes  which  will  have  to  be  ma~e in view 
of  the  accession  of  the  three  new 
have  an  effect  on  the  employment 
Community  ( Ct".  Doc.  CES  965/78,  p. 
members  will  most· prc;>bably 
situation  fn  the  enl.arged  : · 
•  ·,  '  ,.  •  ~  I  '  • 
14) ,·  with  a  consider~le · 
d,rop  in  the  number  of  persons  employed  in  agriculture  due  to 
increased productivity. 
:. 
·~ 
then employment  prospects,  at least from  the  present-day point of 
·view,  are  not  rosy  unless  further  efforts . are ·made  t~ , improve 
matters  (the  number  of  unemployed  in  the  future  Community  of. 
Twelv:e  is already 7.5 million). 
For  this  reason  and  because  workers  will  have  to. be 
given complete  freedom  of movement  at  the  end of the  transitional .· 
.  . 
periods,  the  mastering  of  unemployment  is .the  most  urgent  task •. 
'  .  ~  ~ 
..  The  unemployment  problem  itself  can  only  be  s·olved  by  a  more  '·:. 
intensive  and  selective .employment policy within  the  framework  of 
a  vigorous  structural  policy  for  industry  and  the  regions and by. 
making  use  of all  the  funds  available  (~)., 
Greece 
The  economic  crisis  in  the  .Western  world  has  induced 
numerous  Greek  emigrants  to  return  home  since  1975.  . This  trend 
poses  problems  for  the  Greek  economy. s.ince  the  ..  labour  market 
finds  it  di:fficul  t  to  absorb. ·  this  reflux  of  labour 
. (cf.  Doc.  CES  774/78,  p.  86  arid  elsewhere)~··, 
( *)  For  details  see  the  Chapters  on  Regional  Policy  amt Other 
Important Policies. - 22  -
Portugal 
The  ganeral  problem  of  high  unemployment  has  been 
exacerbated  in Portugal  by  three factors 
- the  return  or  repatriation  of  roughly  600,000 
Portuguese  from  Africa; 
800,000 
the  release  from  military service of  roughly  ·150 ,000  persons; 
- the  considerab~e drop  in out-migration since  1973 
·, 
..  (cf~  Doc.  CES  485/77,  p.  15  et seg.  and  elsewhere) .. 
Spain 
So  far  (i.e.  up  to  the  end  of  1978)  far  too  few  new 
jobs  have  been  created  in  industry  to cater.for the  annual  influx 
of  new  job-seekers  on  the  labour  market  plus  all  those  fann-
workers  who  have  left  the  land.  This·  is  no  doubt  why  Spain 
seems  to  attach  great  importance  to  emigr~tion  to  countries  of 
the  Community;  in· some  Member  States  this will  J:·OSe  considerc;,ble 
problems  (cf.  Doc.  CES  844/78,  p.  14  and  elsewhere,  and 
Doc.  CES  611/79,  p.  9), 
Social  security 
Migrant workers 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  considers  that  the 
principles  of  Article  51  of  the  EEC  Treaty  and  the  secondary 
·:legislation derived  therefrom, ·must  be  applied  in full  to workers 
ofrom  the  acceding countries at  the  same  time  as  the  latter  are 
'·~~· : ·~ 
.  I~' "  . 
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·' 
granted  freedom  of  movement.  These· workers.  should  have  the  same. 
rights  as  workers  from  the  Nine',  e. g.  with  regard·  to  the 
possibility  of'  aggregating  periods  of  ir1surance ·when  moving  to  a  .. 
new  job ·.in  another  country  of'  the  Comm'ur\i ty.  Until ·the  end.  ~;>f 
the  transitional  period  there  must  also  be  som<e  guarantee  that 
..  child allowances are based  on  the rates applicable  in the,  countrY: 
of employment.  ,:· 
Social security in general 
With  the  exception  of  matters  concerning  migrant  wor-
kers,  the  harmonization  of  national  social .security  legislation 
has  hardly  made  any  progress  at  all  in  the  Con;muni ty  in  re~ent 
years  · ( cf.  ESC  documentation  "The  Stage.· Reached  in  Aligning 
.Labour  Legislation  in  the  European  Community",, page  10) • 
.  ,1 
Thus  Member  States  1  laws  on  social  benefits  such  as 
. Pe:.nsions,  child  allowances,  sickness  insurance  and  unemployment 
benefits  have still not  been harmonized  and will  have  to  be  dealt 
with  after  enlargement.  Nevertheless,  bef().~e  Spain  jpins.  the 
Community,  she  wi 11  have  to  stop  ·.  Spanish.  firms  · from  making 
lump-sum  social  security  contributions  at . a:-.: lower  rate  rather 
than  paying  them  on  an  individual  basis  and'. in  accordance  with 
. ·numbers  on  the  payroll.  The  correct  application  of  social 
security  legislation  by  Spanish  firms  touchef:?  on  workers  1  basic 
rights  to  social  security;  moreover,  the  abolition  of.  the 
practice described above  is a  vital step in the  direction of fair 
competition within the  Community. .,. 
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Problems  associated with basic  and  advanced vocational  training 
A  survey  of  the  problems  aSI(!OCiated  wi  -ch  basic  and 
advanced  vocatioi'lal  training  in  the .:acceding ·countries  should' .be 
'  .  '•,j 
used  as  the  ba~is  for  developing·:· the  "gene.ral  prinq'iples  .for  ..  .  .  .  ' 
implementin·g  a  common  vocational  training  policy
11 
( cf..  Article  128  or the  EEC  Treaty). 
The  European  Vocational · Training. Centre  should  .take 
part  in  this  survey,  using  the  instruments.  it  has  at  its  dis-· 
posal.  Studies,  pilot projects or surveys of specific  is~ues are 
some  of the  methods  that  could  be  used. 
The  training  of  skilled  labour  and  executive  staff in 
'  I  -~·. • 
Portugal  (Doc.  CES  485/77,  p.  67)  poses  a  particular  problem  and 
great  efforts  will  have  to  be  made  in  both  industry  and 
agr.icul ture  to  satisfy the  heavy  demand  for  thes~ two  categories 
of  personnel.  The  European  Community  should  bring  such  people 
under  the  umbrella  of  national  and  Community  educational  and 
vocational  train::.ng  schemes  wherever  possible  and  should bear at 
least  a  part of the  cost  (possibly under  the  Financial  Protocol). 
·Such  training  is  essential  if.  Portugal  is  to  be  able  to  make 
effective  use  of  the  funds  provided:  by  the  Community's  financial 
instruments  (Social  Fund,  Regional  Fund,  Agricultural  Guidance 
Fund,  ~uropean Investment  Bank). 
Use  of financial  inetruments  and  in·par.ticular the  European 
Community's  Social  Fund 
~-
An  active  employment  policy  in  the  enlarged  CommunitY: 
calls  for  the  increased  and  coordinated  use  of  existing, .  - 25  -
financial  instruments  {Social  Fund,  Regional  Fund,  Agricultural 
Guidance  Fund,  etc.).  This  should  be  reflected  in  an  overall 
Community  programme  based  on  a  survey · of  the  problems  faced  by· 
the .;regions  {be  they  in  the  Nine  or  the  acceding  countries)  and 
. ·by  structures particularly hard hit by  enl~rgement. 
Regional  policy 
The  Commission  rightly points out
1
that  "the persistence 
. of  regional  imbalances  (in  the  Nine)  even  threatens  the  proper · 
functioning  of  the  commori  market  ·i'tsel.f";·  (Doc.  COM( 77)  ·.  1£~5  fin 
and  Doc.  CES  901/77,  page  4).  Enlargement·  wid  aggravate  .the 
situation  even  more  in  view  of  the  dispari  t,ie's  between  a  number 
of  regions  in  the  applicant  countries  and  the  regions  of  the 
present  Community. 
There  is  a  similar  si  tuati.on  in  Greece,  Spain  and 
·.Portugal  (Doc.  COM(78)  120  fin  p.  7  et  seq;·  'and 
Doc.  COM(78)  200  fin  p.  167  et  seq).  , In ··general,  per-capita 
income  is  much  higher  in  those  regions  where  the  industrial  and 
services  sectors  have  expanded  and  there . is  a  higher concentra-
tion  of  population  (Biscay,  Madrid,. Guipuzcoa  and  Barcelona . in 
.Spain;  Attica  and  Piraeus  in  Greece;  the  northern  coastal 
regions  of  Portugal)  than  elsewhere.  In  these  more  prosperous 
regions  the  per-capita  GDP  is  about  50%  'higher  than  .in  other 
.regions. 
Regional  policy  ranks  high  among  Community  policies. ... 
,·. 
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.The·  general  aims  of  Community  regional  policy  are 
endorsed  by  the  Committee  · (cf.  Doc.  CdM{77)  195  fin., 
points 11-14,  and  Doc.  CES  901/77,  page  5). 
Regional  policy  must  also  make  a  contribution  tow.ards 
an  active  Comm·.mi ty  employment  policy.  This  is  essential  if 
people  are  to  er:.joy  better living· standards  ..  in general.  Regional 
policy  should  therefore  seek  to  create  permane?'1t  jobs  offering 
satisfactory  working  conditions  and  incon1es.  If  the  undesirable 
flows  of  labour to  the  congested  areas  in ·.the  acceding countries 
and,  after  the  transitional. periods,  from  the  acceding countries 
to  the  countries  of the  Nine  could  be  reduced'· this could  already. 
pe  counted  .. as  a  success  for  regional  pol  icy.· 
Estimating:how much  money  needs  to  be  earmarked  for  the 
Regional  Fund  cannot  be  disassociated  from  the  need  to  monitor 
the  Fund  1 s  . effectiveness.  The  more  effective  financial  assis-
tance  is  as  a  mean~ of  achiev:lng  the  Community 
1 s  regional  po~icy 
al.ms  ~  the.  sooner  increased  funds  will  be  made  available  to ,the 
Regional  Fund.  This  will  probably  entail  a  shift  in  the  use  of· 
the  Community 
1 s  financial  instruments.  In  an:  earlier  document 
(Doc.  CES  901/77),  the  Committee  worked  out  the  :following 
principles  for  t~e  effective  use  of  funds  (principles  which  are 
also valid for enlargement): 
It  is  important  that  the  conditions  for  the  effective  use· of· 
funds  and  for  the  independent  projects  of  beneficiaries  are 
closely  examined  and  defined;  it is  also  important  that strict· 
criteria are  drawn  up  and applied  :for  implementing projects and 
monitoring results  (e.g.  in the  form  of regional  surveys  in  the 
areas receiving assistance). 
•,•l, 
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- The  Regional  Fund • s  limited  resources  must  be  less  and  less 
scattered  over  extensive  areas  and  an  excessive  number  of 
.Projects..  When  there  is  dilution  only  a. small  proportion  of 
•'•  ',I 
,. 
·funds  reaches  the  areas  in  greatest  need.  ·It  is  .the  ...  m()st 
backward  regions  that  should  be  given· priority.:  Not  only ·is 
this highly de5irable,  it is also  in the  interests of  Co~munity 
integration. 
- It  is  necessary  to  avo.id  giving  the  impression  that  the  areas . 
.  ' 
receiving assistance are in fact  to  be  subsidized  indefinitely. 
Merely  arousing  such  an  expectq·tion  cou.ld  have  a  negative 
effect  on  the  efforts of these  regions  to ·help  themselves.·  The 
Committee  feels  that  thi·s  is  another  reason why  results  should 
be  monitored  continuously. 
- Where  the  Regional  Fund  1 s  resources  are  made  available  for 
productive  investments,  the  size ·of  the  grant  should  be 
determined  in part by  the  number  of  jobs  created.  Thus,  when  a 
choice  has  to  be  made  between  two  productive· investments which 
might  create  the  same  number  of  jobs  in  the  short  term, 
preference  should  be  given to  the  less capital  intensive  invest:..'.  ,, 
ment  in  the  interests of an  active  me9iumterm  employment  policy 
in  the  regions. 
In  addition  to  the  effec  t.i  ve  use  of  funds  1  particular 
importance  should  be  attached  to . the. coordinatJ.on  of ·all  the 
Community  1 s  structural  policies, ·  non-structural  policies  and 
I'tnancial  instruments which could'have  a  regional  if!!pact. 
The  purpose  of  this  coordination  should  be  to prevent 
new ·problems  from  arising  and  old  problems  from  being. exacerba- · 
·. ted.  A  study  should,  therefore,  .be, made  of  the  ~xtent  to  which 
·•, 
·  ..  ,  .. 
·(,• 
.  .:' 
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transfers. of  resources  from  one  region  .to  anothe:r  can  contribute· 
to  balanced  growth  without  worsening  the  si  tua-:ion  in  .regions· 
from  which  the  transfers emanate. 
In  the Committee's view it goes without  saying  that  the 
regions  of  the  Nine  particularly  hit  by  e~largement  should  also 
be  granted  aid  to  enable  them  to  ~djust. 
Finally,  the  Committee  considers  iha~ more  funds  stiould 
be  made  available  in  future  in view  of  the  bigg€:r  role  regional 
policy will  be  called  upon  to play.  (Doc.  CES  901/77). 
Other  important  Community  policies 
Industrial policy 
Industry in  the  Nine: 
still  operates  in  a  climate  of  considerable  international 
economic  uncerrainty; 
'•'.:  ·~, 
- is  undergoing  a  continuous  process  of  adjustment· to  the  new 
international  division of  labour; 
- is greatly affected  by  overcapacity  at  world  !.evel  in  a  number 
of key  sectors. 
As  a  result  of  enlargement,  production  capacity in the 
Community  industries  particularly  affected  by  the  above  factors 
will  increase  whilst  the  existing  differences  in  production 
conditions  in other sectors will  be  intensified. 
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This  summary  analysis  o.f  . the  si  1;uation · is  enough  to 
show  that  the  acceding  countries .must  adopt  existing .Community' 
provisions  and  mechanisms  concerning  structural  .adjustments. 
particularly  as  regards  steel,  shipbuilding,  textile9 . and·  the 
leather  industry.  It  is  essential  that  the  acceding  countries 
should  feel  obliged  - even  during  the negotiation period and not 
simply  after  agreement  has  been  reached  - to  abstain  from  acts 
detrimental  to  the  interests  of  the  Community;  this  would  be  in 
keeping  with  the  principles  laid  down  in  Article  5  of  the  EEC 
· Treaty.  This  means  in  particular  that  it will  be  necessary  to 
refrain from  new  national  and  Community  assistance measures  aimed 
at  expanding  production  capacity,  in  sectors  where  there  is 
already general  overcapacity. 
What  is  needed  rather  is  adaptation  of  production 
. capacities  and  structures  to  the  pattern  of  demand  in  the  Tw~lve 
and  possibly  an  orderly  cutback  of  production  capacity  in 
sensitive  sectors  on  the  basis  of  a  prior  ~urvey of  capacit~ and 
demand. 
In  tt,i  s  connection  consideration  could  be  gi:Ven  to 
setting up  notification departments  for all major  investments. 
The  Community 
Community  strategies  by 
will 
means 
have·  to  encourage  adherenqe 
of  ·specific . financial · aicis. 
;.,, 
to 
In 
. addition,  there will  have  to  be  grea'ter  trans.f.ers  of resources  to 
the  '1'eak  Community  regions  affected  by .  enlargement, · so  that .  they 
·•, 
L  ·,·iii'l  be  able  to  cope  with  the  consequences··o~  the  accession  of 
three  new  Membex- States. 
'·· . ·,· 
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As  part  of  the  adjustment  of  trade' and  industry to  the 
ne~  market  structures  of  the  enlarged  Commun'i ty,  measures  to 
·enhance  the.  competitiveness  and  efficiency  of  small- ! and 
medium-sized  enterprises  and  craft  industries  will  be  particu-
larly·  expedient  from  the  point  of  view  of  maintaining  and 
creating  jobs,  since  firms  in  these  categories  tend  to  be  more 
'labour-intensive  than  large firms.  What. springs  to mind  in this 
connection  are  specific  measures  in  the  areas  of  training  and 
the  promotion  of  small-scale  business  activity,  in  order  to 
:improve  the  quality  of  these  firm$'  products  and  services  and 
their organizational  structure and  marketing  methods. 
The  Committee  would  draw  attention·here  to  the  need  to 
progressively  dismantle  the  restrictions  on  freedom  of  estab-
lishment  in the  Member  States for  the.purpose  of pursuing one  of 
!he  activities  specified  in  Articie  52  of  the  EEC  Treaty. 
· ?r~ ori ry  should  be  given  to  those  ac.ti vi ties for which  freedom 
of  establishment  would  particularly  promote  the  development  of 
production  and  trade~ 
The  only sensible  way  to  implement  industrial policy, 
as  a  sectoral  pel  icy  on  specific  structures,  is  to  link  it _as 
closely  as  possible  with  regional  structural  policy.  The  prin-
ciples  developed  for  regional  policy,  especially  as  regards 
coordination  and  the  efficient use  of  funds,  apply  here. 
The  ESC  would  like  to  see  a  harmonization of sectoral 
and  regional  policies  (a)  to  avoid  over-·capaci ty  in  certain 
sectors,  (b)  to  avoid  strong competition  'for  support  measures 
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that  produce  hardly  any  extra  employment  and· (c)  to  prevent  the 
dilution  of  measures  to  stimulate  the'  economies  of  the  very 
·poorest  regions  in  the  Community.  A  common  policy  also  needs  to·.·. 
be  developed  in this field. 
The  pel  icy  on  sectoral  structures .must,  in  the  frame;.;. 
work  of  a  coherent  Community  industrial  p~licy,  be  extended  to 
all  major  industries  and  be  closely  linked. to  regione~.l  policy. · 
It is necessary to gain  a  better insight into the  various  sectors 
and'.  to  further  develop  structures  and  instruments  which  can 
successfully adjust  and  reorientate production. 
A  detailed  description  · of  the  problems  raised  by . 
industrial  structure  and  the  assistance  and  adjustment· measures 
.·  which  have  already  been  partly  initiated  can  be  found  in  the 
.comprehensive  Committee  studies on  : · 
- Greece  (Doc.  CES  774/78) 
Portugal  (Doc.  CES  485/77) 
' 
- Spain  {Doc.  CES  844/78  and  Doc.  CES  611/79) 
In  the  case  of  Spain  there  is  a  very  high· and .partly 
under-utilized  production  capacity  in  p~rticularly  sensitive 
·sectors  such  as  steel  and  shipbuilding  but  also  in  the. textile 
and  footwear  industries.  In  fact  these  sectors  account  for  a 
considerable proportion of  Spain 1s  total  industrial  output~ 
'·. ··;, 
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Energy  and  research policy 
.Energy policy  ( *) 
The  Committee  notes  with  regret  that  the  problems  far 
outweigh  the  positive  achievements  of  the  Community • s  energy 
policy  (see  also  Doc.  COM(78)  120 fin.,  p.  10,  and 
Doc.· COM(78)  20C  fin.,  p.  126  et seq.). 
Enlargement  will  further  exacerbate  these  problems 
since  the  Communi ty• s  already high  degree  of  dependence .on  energy 
...  .  ' 
imports will  beco·me  even greater. 
Th.e  rise in energy prices and  the  anticipated .growth  in 
the  energy  imports  of  the  acceding  countries  could  aggravate 
balance-of-paym~nts  difficulties  and  jeopardize  economic  growth 
and  the  convergence  of  economies  in  the  enlarged  Community.  A 
fresh  political  impetus  must,  therefore,  .be  given  to  Community 
·measures  to  reduce  dependence  on  energy  .imports.  The  following 
steps  in particular are called for: 
~  greater efforts  to  conserve  energy; 
- greater  efforts  to  investigate  and  exploit  new  energy  sources 
(this could  lead  to new  approaches  to  the  exploitation.of solar 
energy  in  the  acceding  countries,  . which  enjoy  abundant  sun-
shine); 
'  - a  common  policy  towards  third  countries  in  order  to  safeguard 
supplies  on  a .long-term basis; 
-promotion of  the  European  Community's  energy 'resources; 
( *)  See  Doc.  COM( 78)  613  final  and  the  Working  Document  of  the 
Section  for  Energy,  (Doc.  R/GES  252/79,  Parts  1.  'and  2  of 
1  and  16  March  1979. ..  / 
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- steps  to  ensure  that  the  Community  keeps  up  with·  technical 
progress  while. reducing  health  and  environmental  risks  ·to  a 
minimum. 
The  acceding  c_ountries must  as  soon  as possible .join in 
these  Community  efforts  to  diver.-sify  energy  sources  and  save 
•, 
energy  by  improving  existing  technologies  in  the  areas of energy 
production  and  co'nsumption.  It  is  particularly  importan,t  that 
·, ..  Spain  should  cut  down  its  very  high  energy  consumptic;:m  even 
.before  accession  (see  Doc.  CES  611/79,  p.  34/35).  Spa.in . also 
has  a  state  monopoly  of  the  sale  of  oil,  thus  distorting 
competition;  this situation must  be  brought  to  an  end. 
Research poiicy 
Europe's  research  and  technology  policy  forms  the .. 
scientific  and  technological  basis ·for  every  European  policy  -
and· thus  for  all policies  that  play  a  rol'e  in  connection· with 
enlargement. 
CommunitY..  research  policy  should  be  concerned  with  the· 
coordination pf national research policies and  the  definition and 
implementation  or'  Community  researeh programmes. 
PrioritY 'should  be  given  to  the  follo-.•1ing  areas  . of 
major concern  : 
long-term  safeguarding  of  resources  (raw  materials,  energy, 
agriculture,  wat~r); 
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- steps  to  enhc.nce  the  international  competitiveness  of  the 
e~larged Community; 
- improvement  of  living  and working  conditions.; 
·-:protection of nature  and  the  environment. 
Transport  policy 
In  a  Community  of  Twelve  . the  common  transport  policy 
will. still  have  as  its  objective  the  establishment  of  a  common 
transport  market  free  from  unfair competition.  Transport  problems. 
·  .... 
arising  out  of  the  geographical  di~tances  in  the  enlarged 
Community  will  therefore  have  to  be  resolved  in  accordance  with 
fair  competi tio:1  and  the  principles  underlying  the  Community '.s 
structural policy. 
In  the  case  of  road  haulage  it  will  be  necessary' ·to 
··  come  to  ~  arrangement  with  Yugoslavia  concerning  transit traffic 
between  Greece  and  the  other  Member  States.  Any  . solution  will 
have  to  take  account  of  the  interests both  of Yugoslavia  and  the 
Community. 
Maritime  transport 
The  fact  that  Community  tonnage  will  increase  by  over 
55%  as  a  result  of  the  accession  of  Greece.  Spain  and  Portugal 
heightens  the  need  for  early  implementation  of  Community  solu-
tions  to  maritime  safety  problems  {in particular,  protection 
',•  ,·, ,  I 
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. against  ecological  disasters  ensuing. from  accidents  involving 
.supertankers).  If this  can  be  achieved,  the  ne\'1  Member  States 
will  have  to  b~se  themselves  on  - and  accept  any  protective 
.. legisl.ation  already  in  force  when  they  ~oin. ·(Doc.  CES  205/79, 
"p.19). 
The  fact  that  the  mean  annual  loss  ratio  ( express~d 
as  a  percentage  of  total  tonnage)  for  the  Nine  is  0.13%,  '1as 
compared  with 0.  51%  for·  the  acceding countries,. indicates  that 
the  vessels  of  the  latter are  older than  those  of  the  Nine  and 
also  that  greate~ risks attach to  these older vessels. 
Nor  must  one  overlook  the  heavY  involvement  of·Greek 
· · , shipping  .companies· in  the  ownership  and  op.erai;ion  of  flag-of-
convenience  vessels,  i.e.  vessels  entailing  above-aver~ge 
risks. 
The  mean  annual  loss  ratio  of  ·typical  flag-of~con..:. 
venience  countrj.es  such  as  Liberia,  P~ama,  Singapore  and · 
· ··  · Cyprus  is  1.  25%  and  is  accounted  for ·mainly, by  supertankers. 
(Doc.  CES  205/79  Appendix  1,  Tables  2,  4,  4a, · 8  and  9). 
Greece's  particularly  liberal  approach  to  the  right 
· of  establi.shment  - it allows  firms  from  other  countries  (and 
'  '  '  '  I  ' 
especially from Eastern Bloc  countries)  to  form  Greek  companies  ·  .. ; ·  ', 
- is ·liable  to  aggravate  the  Community's  transport·  problems 
with  the  COMECON  countries. - 36  -
In  i LS  Study  on  East-,West  t'ransport  the·  Committee 
recommended  a  ::.ystem  for  controlHng  foreign  capftal  similar  to 
that  in. Austria  (75%  national  capital  and  n·::>t  more  than·· 25~· 
foreign  capital)  as  a  step  towards  a  solution.  It would  rei  te- .. 
rate  thf:~.t  recommendation  here. 
Rail  transport 
... 
The  Community  authorities  are  c.alled  upon  to  press, <'in.··. 
the  accession  negotiations,  for  a  better  link-up  between  the 
Spanish  railway  network  and  the .Community's  goods  and  t>assenger 
transport .systems.  This  means  that ·rolling stock will  have  to  be 
made  adaptable  to  the  different  railway  gauges  existing  in Spain 
on  the· one  hand  and  EEC  countries  on; the  other;  this will· have 
to  be  done  through  measures  that  are·  ·  .. technically  sound  and.· 
calculated  to  expedite  the  flow  of  traffic.  This  could.also help 
to ease  the  conlestion on  the  Spanish  road  ne~work. 
Common .Agricultural Policy 
General.Problems of Enlargement  for Agriculture 
The  enlargement  of  the  Community  from  Nine  to  Twelve 
members  will  pcse  serious  problems  for  the· agricultural  sed  tor~ 
This  is  particularly  true  of  the  present  Community  and  espe-
cially  its  Mediterranean  areas,  but  it  is  also  true  of  the 
ag.ricul tural  sector of the  acceding countries. 
This  is  because,  as  'the  analyses  of  the  Commission 
(Doc.  COM(78)  200  fin.  p.  59  ff  arid  p·.  168  ff,  etc.)  and  the 
Economic  and  Social  Committee  (see  inter alia Doc.  CES  1223/75  of 
27  November  1975)  show,  the  Mediterranean·  regions  show  simi-
larities  as  to  the  products,  climate  and  the  general  problems 
encountered  there. - 37  -. 
The  g~owth of  the  Community  from  nine  to  twelve  Member 
States will  increase  the  number of people  employed  in agriculture 
by  55%,  the. agricultural  area by  491]6,  the  nu~ber of  farms by  57%, 
but  production  only  by. 24%  - proOf  of  low· producti vi  t·y  in  the ·' 
acceding countries. 
In  1975,  the  number  of  people  employed  in  agriculture . 
as  a  percentage  of  the  total  workforce  was·.· 8.  7_%  in the  Community 
of  Nine,  (for  the  Mediterranean  countries:  Italy  15.8%,  France 
11.6%), · 22%  in  Spain,  34.5%  in  Greece  and  . 28.1%  in  Portugal  -
:.·:proof  of the  importance  of agriculture for  employment,  especially 
in the  acceding countries. 
Article  39  of  the  EEC  Treaty . states  that  the  .main 
objectives of the  Common  Agricultural  Policy  include: 
- an  increase in agricultural productivity, 
a  .fair  standard  of  living  for  the  agric.i.ll tural  community,  by 
increasing individual  earnings. 
.  . 
In  view  of  the  situation  in  the  acceding countries. the 
pur:sui  t  of  these  . objectives  will  give  rise  to  the  following 
problems: 
there  will  be  a  significant . reduction  in 'the  num't)er  of  people 
employed,  or rather underemployed,  in agriculture who  will  have 
· to  be  asborbed  in  other  sectors  of  the  economy  · 
(Doc.  COM(78)  120 final,  page  9); - 38  -
- owing  to  the  high  proportion  of  small  fanns  "'lith  a  low  output 
and  a  low  income  in the  acce~iing countries,  the  problem of such 
low  output-low  income  producers,  which  already  exists · in  the 
Community  of  Nine,  will  become  eVen  more  acute,  even  allowing  .. 
for  the  expected  rise  in  agricultural  productivity  in  the 
acceding countries 
(Doc.  COM(78)  200  final,  page  62). 
(This assessment  of  the  situation will  remain valid for 
the first  few  years after enlargement). 
The  problems  arising  from  res.ional  disparities · will 
also  get  worse.  There  are  serious  regional  disparities  within 
the  Community,  and  the  Mediterr~ean areas  lag behind  the  others 
in  economic  t'erms.  The  Community's  regional  policy  has  not  yet 
succeeded  in eliminating  these  discrepancies.·  Nor  has  the  common 
sc:ructural  policy for agriculture been  implemented yet. 
It will  therefore  be  necessary  to  reinforce  the  struc- ,. 
tural policy. 
- by  bringing  i':he  socio-structural  Directives  up  to  date  so tha:t; 
., 
they can  be  applied effectively in  the  regions  concerned,  and 
by  a  corresponding  increase  in the  financial  aid  available~ 
'  :• 
in order to  resolve  the structural problems  in both the  Community 
and  the  acceding  countries  (see  Doc.  COM(79)  122  final  of 
19  March  1979  and  Doc.  COM(78)  200  final  of  27  April  1978, 
page  69  ff).  In  implementing  the  structural  policy  for 
·.l 
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agricul  t':lre,  the  principles  for  the  effective  us~ of ·f4hds  must 
be  respected. 
In this respect,  the  Committee  would  reiterate  it~· view 
(Doc.·  CES  841/78  fin,  page  3  ff)  that  all  the  measur~s designed. 
to  s.olve  the  above  problems  (see  Committee  Opinion of  ~3.7.1978). 
must  be  adopted  with  a  view  to  maintaining . or  creating  jobs  in · 
the  rural  areas of the Mediterranean. 
'In  particular,  the  Community  .. must  implement  integrated·· 
overall  programmes  relating  to  the various  sectors of  the  economy 
'  . 
of  these  regions  in  order  to  give  them . scope  for  balanced 
development  with:i.n  the  European  Community. 
Production and  Marketing  Problems 
...... 
The  enlargement  of  the  Community  wi 11  have  a  major 
impact  on production  and  marketing structur·es  if!  particular  .. From· 
the  strict  point  of  view  of · production,  transition  to  a 
.twelve-member  Community  will  double  the  acreage  under  vines 
(2,:p9,000  hectares  to  4,383,000, hectar.es) ,·  will  boost  olive· 
. production  from  2,163, 000  to  6,  051,000 · tonnes,  dee  output  from 
1,000,000  to  1,578,000  tonnes  and  the  tomato  crop  from  4,300,000 
. to  8, 000,000  tonne s.  In  view  of  the  resultant . changes  in  the 
degree  of  Community  self-sufficiency  il)  these  ·produc:ts,:  the 
I 
Economic  and  Social  Committee  would  ask  the  Commission  to 
supplementTable  No.  45  in the Anriex'to  Doc.  COM{78)  200  final  so 
. that  the  Cornmi ttee  has  the  data  needed. ... (.e ~g.· wine)  to'· deliver  a 
final  opinion on  the question of surpluses. 
.. , 
,)'  . .·J 
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It  is  also  necessary  to  take  account  of  the  fact  that 
in  the  case  of  certain  important  Medi  ~erranean  products  the 
average yield  per hectare,  particularly in Spain  and  Portugal,  is· 
generally  lower  than  in the  Community: 
Product  Community  Greece  Spain 
·, durum  wheat  3810  kg/ha 1865  kg/ha  1021  kg/ha 1600 kg/ha 
(1976)(1)  (1977)(2)·  (1973)(3)  (1973)(4) 
wine  6090  1/ha  5829  1/ha 
{1975/76)(1)  (1975)(2) 
3086  1/ha 
(1976)(3) 
16<?5  1/ha . 
(1976)(4)' 
The  degree  of  mechanism  and  use  of  f<:!rtilizers. is also 
considerably  lower  than  in  the  Community. 
There  is  thus • enormous . scope  for  these  countries  to 
increase  agricultural  output,  in  particular  by  improving  produc-
'tion methods  and  making  more  use  of irrigation.  Developments  in 
recent years  show  that  the  latter is already well  underway. 
(1)  The  Agricultural  Situation  in  the  Communi :y:  1977  Report  (in 
conjunction  with  the  Eleventh  General  Report  on.  the  Activi- .· 
ties  of  the  European  Communi ties,·  Rr-ussels-Luxembourg,. 
January  191'8,  pages  262/263  and  316/~17).  · 
(2)  FAO  Yearbook  on  Production,  volume  31·,  1977  and  information 
from  the  Commission,  Director~te-General for Agriculture. 
( 3)  Commission's  Opinion  on  Portugal's application for membership  . 
submitted  to  the  Council  Doc.  COM(78)  220  final,· 
'(4) 
, Brussels,  23  May  1978,  tables  8  and  9;  and  information  fr.om 
.the  Commission,  Directorate-General  for Agriculture. 
Commission's  Opinion on  the  accession of Spain  - submitted  to 
the  Council  Doc.  COM(78)  630  final  (Annex),  Brussels, 
~  December  1978,  tables  11  and  14,  and  information  from  the 
Commission,  Directorate-General  for Agriculture. 
'·' 
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This  growth  potential  !!lUSt  be  viewed  in  ·Conjunction· 
with  another  fact.  Current  prices.· in.· t.he  three  applicant  coun-
·tries  for  most  Mediterranean  agricultural  products  (olive  oil, 
wine,  fruit,  etc.)  are  much  lower than  Community  prices. 
Accession  to  the  EEC  and  the  resulting price  increases 
'in  the  three  countries  can  act  as  a  considerable  stimulus  to  the 
production of fruit,  vegetables,  wine  and olive oil. 
There  is  a  risk  of creating  large  surpluses of certain 
r-~:edi terranean  products,  while  there  may  be  ~.drop in the  present 
structural . surpluses  of  such  continental  Community  products  as 
sugar  and  milk  products;  the  present  imbalance  is  so  great 
. however,  that  accession  is  unlikely  to  redress  it  in  full  '.· 
(Doc.  COM(78)  120 final,  page  7). 
If'  these  trends  materialize,  as  seems  likely,  there 
could  be  a  major  change  in  the  problems  of  t.he  Common  Agricul- · 
tural . Policy.  The  problem  of  structural· surpluses  in  the. most 
important  tlfedi terranean  fann  products  could  be  added  t;o  that·. of 
the  structural 
This  tr.end 
surpluses  in  certain  continental  farm products. 
could  have  undesirable' economic  and  financial 
consequences  for  agricultural  producers  in  .the::  f\1editerrailean 
·region  and  for the  enlarged  Community  as  a  whole. 
This  would.have  serious  economic  ~epercussions for  the 
Community's  Mediterranean  producers  and  financial  repercussions 
for the  enlarged  Community  itself. 
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A  further  element  of  uncertainty  whicn  should. not  be 
neglected  is  the  low  income  inelasticity  of  demand  for  m·ost · 
Mediterranean  products.  Gradual.·  changes  'w_:j. th  possible:.  c.onse;.., ·  .! 
quences  for  demand  are,  however..  cone  e i vab  1 e  in  the  case ·of 
·  certain products. 
Moreover,  once  the  acceding  countries  join  the· EEC, 
they  will  not  be  able  to  ·obtain  supplies  of  meat  and  dairy 
products  on  the  world  market  at  .prices  lower  than  the  Commu-
nity's.  As  members  of  the  Community,  they  will  have  to  buy 
these  products  in  central  and  northern  Europe. and  forego  the 
present.  duties  which  will  have  to  be  transferred  to  the 
Community  in  the  form  of  levies.  They·;  will  also  lose  the 
opportunity for  trade with  non-Member  States  since  they will·no 
longer  be  ablt';  to  buy  meat  and  dairy . products  from  those 
markets.  This· will  present  the  acceding  countries  with  addi-
tional  problems  of adjustment. 
.  . 
As  a  result  of  their  aligning ;customs  duties  on  the 
common. external  tariff  and  acceding  to  EEC  corrimi tments  Linder 
the  GATT  and  the  various  other agreements  and  conventions  (w~th  ....  '  '  .. 
the Mediterranean  countries,  Lome,• etc.),  even Greece,  Portugal 
and  Spain might  find  that certain of their agricultural  sectors  ·· 
(and  the  vegetable fats  and oils sector in part5.cular)  are  in a 
critical situation. 
To  sum  up,  therefore,  t:!;le  accession ·of  the  three  new 
Member  States  will  have  two  consequences·.  in  the  agricultural 
sector.  First,  there  will  be  a  dro~ in  st~uctural  surpluses, 
,. 
.... 
.  '~ 
e.g.  in  suga:- and  milk  products,  and  in  the  level  of  .. 
self-sufficiency for products  in which  the  Community ·is already 
defici~nt,  such  as vegetable  pre,t~ins.  Secondly,  there  will - 43  -
be  a  higher  dt!gree  of  self~sufficiency  in  Mediterranean  farm 
products.  The  Community  could  soon  show  surpluses  in  some  'of 
these  products,  such  as  wine,  olive  oil . and  some  fresh  and 
processed  fruits  and  vegetables·;  in  the  case  of  some  products 
which  hitherto  have  been  imported·  from  third  countries,  the 
acceding  ·States  could  become  practically  sole  suppliers  to  the 
Community. 
All  l1f  this  will. also  have  a  major  impact  on  non-EEC 
countries,  partlcularly  those  Mediterranean  countries  with  whom 
the  Community  has  preferential  agreements.  , Any  increase  in  the 
Community's  level  of  self-sufficiency  in  Mediterranean  farm 
'  . 
products  will  make . it  very  difficult  for  them  to  export  their . 
·.products;  this  is  made  all  the  more  signifiq.ant by  the  fact  that 
in  the  case  of  the  Maghreb  and  Mashrak  States  and  Israel~·  these 
exports  accour.t  for  a  ·large  part  of  their  trade  with  the 
·Community,  i.e.  about  70%  of  their  total  exports  of  farm. 
products. 
These  considerations  would  seem  to call  for  a  general 
·policy which  takes  acccunt  of  : 
~.the demands  of the  Community's  Common  Agricultural  Policy,  and 
·,'· 
the  need  to  bring  the  various  preference  agreements  into  line 
with  each  other  and  with  the  new  situation created by  enlarge-
ment. ' .  ~ ' 
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It  follows  that  implementation  of  a  strategy  fo~ 
Mediterranean  agriculture  in  accord  with  our  new  partners  is 
. becoming  more  necessary  and  more  urgent.  The  growth  potential 
of  the  countries · which  have  applied  for  membership  should  be 
.. used  for products  other  than  the  traditional  Mediterranean crops 
and  especially for high-protein products 
:·  (Doc.  COM ( 78)  200  final,  page  63) • 
In  this connection  the  other objectives  of 
Article  39  of  the  EEC  Treaty could .be  important.  i.e. 
- stabilizing markets; 
assuring  the availability of supplies,  and 
- ensuring.· that  supplies reach consumers at  reasonable prices. 
Here  account  must  be  taken  of  the  export  possibilities  which 
wquld  be  opened  up  by  a  dynamic  job-creation  policy  in  the 
enlarged  Communj ty' s  Mediterranean  regions  (see ·also  ESC  Study, 
Progress  Report  on  the  CAP,  published  in  February  1975, 
section VI  C(a)  tmd  (d)). 
The  acceding countries must  apply mutatis  mutandis  the 
principles of Article  5  of  the  EEC  Treaty  and  prepare. ,themselves 
?.S  of  now  to  implement  Community  provisions  immediately  upon 
commencement  of  the  transitional  perj od;  this· applies  ·to'  the. 
organization  of  the  markets,  the  structural  policy  provisions 
and  the  specific  rules  for  production  surveillance  and  switches 
already in force  in the  Community  (wine,  beet and milk).  I't·also 
.  .-.. ·  .. I~ 
,. 
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applies  to  provisions  enacted  between  now  and  enlargement  al1d  to 
. re'gulations  concerning  co~peti  tion  (market.:.domina,t:ng.  enter-
prises).  qualit.{  standards. and  the  protection  of ,the  environment 
and  the  consumer  (especially where·food  is concerned). 
•  ,!.  : . 
The  ad  hoc  supervisory  Instruments  must  ensure  'that 
commitments  .are  not  evaded  by  one··  ..  means  or·  another 
(Doc.  CD.19/79,  9  March  197-3). 
Pro2osed 
cultural 
enlarged, 
... 
Measures 
From  the 
problems 
in-depth 
foregoing  it  is  clear  that  if 
are ..  to  be  avoided  when  the 
serious  agri-
Community  is.r 
and  long-term  measures will  be  needed. 
Accordingly,  there  should  be  a  transitional period with 
'·· 
a  fixed  cut-off  date.  This  general  transitional  peri9d  must., 
however,  be  long  enough  to  allow  a  realistic·  possibility  of 
aligning · econorr.ic  conditions  in  th~  EEC  .and  the  acceding  coun.;.. 
tries.  The  ESC  considers  that,  within  t.his  general  transitional 
period'  specific  transitional.  p_e~iod.s  of'  appropriate  'length 
should  be  agreed  for  specially  sensitive  problems  and  products. 
The  ESC  thinks  that,  if  a  flood  of  compehng  products  from  the  ··< 
acceding  countries  is not  to  have  the  ~dverse effects  feared  by 
Community  farmers,  ·the  Community  must,  in  t~is  period  with 
respect  to  Medi t:erranean  agriculture  : 
-.provide  for  the  possibility of  implementing  specific safeguard 
·, 
clauses  for  the  most  sensitive  branches  or  production  . and 
products;  and 
.  ' ·.I' '• 
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- adopt,  in the  short  term,  measures  designed  to  . 
•  improve  the  socio-structural  Directives  t-y  introducing  a 
better criterion for  comparison~ 
•  bring  about  Community  programmes  for  partic~1lar areas  and/or~. 
particular production sectors  ~imed at eliminating structural 
and  natura]  disparities  between  the  various  agricultural 
regions  an\$  reduci.ng,  if  not  eliminating,  the  permanent 
imbalances  on  the  markets  for certain agricultural products; 
bring  about  integrated  regional  development  operations  usiri~. 
a  combination·  of  several  financial  instruments  (ERDF,  EIB, 
·, 
Social  Fund,  EAGGF)  in  geographically  fimited  areas  (see· 
Commission  Proposal  Doc.  corH 79)  122 . fin  of  19  March  1979, 
and  document  on  Spain) ; 
. ·coordinate  f lnancial measures  in such  a  way  as  not  to  disturb . 
'  . 
the  normal  management  of the  CAP  (Doc.  CES  965/78); 
.  revise  and  adapt  various  market  organi.zat:i.0ns  in  .order  to 
tackle  the  new  production-consumptio~·  relationships  for 
Mediterranean  products  and  enable  all  the  producers  affected 
(fruit  and  vegetables,  wine,  alive oil, · durum  wheat)  to  enjoy 
better security of  income 
(Doc.  CES  985/78,  CD  18/78  and  document  on .Spain); 
•  define overall  market  rules for processed  products  (fruit and. 
vegetables)  and  new  market  organizations for certain Mediter-
ranean  crops  insofar as  this is necessary;. 
(Doc.  CES  965/78); 
. ., 
•  ·f .,_ 
promote 
products, 
levied  in 
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the  consumption  of  l\1edi ter~anear,  agricultural 
in  particular  by  abolishing  the  consumptiol'}  taxes 
some  Member  States,  or  by  'improving  the  market 
development  premium  system; 
•  implement  aid  arid  j_nvestment  programmes· -for  initiatives which 
partake of both. agriculture and ·tourism (including  in.tegrated 
activities). 
Furthermore,  given  that  the  accession· of  the  three 
countries  c<?uld  impose  constraints  on.· Medi terranf!an  agriculture 
.whilst  continentai  farming  could  be  advantaged  in the  short  and 
medium  term,  the  Co:nmi ttee  consider~ that  the _·burdens  of enlarge:.. 
ment  should  not  fall  exclusiveli on  o~~ sdci~economic group  (s~e 
j 
Doc.  . CES  841 I 78  fin,  p.  8)  ·and  that · the  Community  as  a  whole 
should  assume  the  responsibility  fo~ its own-decjsions. 
Fisheries Policy 
,.,  . 
~ishing 
The  doubling 
population  as 
of  the 
a  result 
Community's ·  fishing  fleet/and 
.,  '·' 
of  the  accession  of  Greece·, 
Portugal  and  Sp<:.in  will  give  rise  to  problems  of  adaptation  and 
necessitate  majcr  changes  to  elements · of  the  . common  fisheries 
policy. 
In  this  case  too,  the  basic  rule :i·s.  that  the  acceding 
countries  should  take  over  the  existing Communi t~1  pr<;wisions. ·,  .. , . 
~-
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The  following  things  will  have  to  be  done  as  a  direct 
result of.the accession of Greece,  Portugal  and  Spain 
- Redistribution  of  catch  quotas  in  the  Commc.ni ty• s  pof1d  in 
.  .  .  .  .  . .  .  '  ·,. 
accordance  with  the  Commission  proposals  currently  bef.ore  the· 
.-.. 
Council  and  which  to  some  extent  have  already been  implemented 
by  the majority of Member  States; 
-Recasting  of  fisheries  agreements  which  the  acceding countries. 
·,  .r  •• 
and  the  Community  have. concluded,  or  are  in  the  process  of • 
concluding,  with non-EEC  countries. 
"' 
As  regards  catch  quotas,  use  can  be  made  of  the  outline 
fisheries  agreement  of  23  September  1978  between  Spain  and . the 
Community  which,  although  not  yet  ratified,  has  been  applied  in. 
practice,  and  ·~h1ch  already  contains  ·unilaterally  determined 
. · catch  quotas  for  Spanish  fishennen  in  t~e Community  pond  and  for 
fi  shennen  from  the  Nine  in  t,he  Spanish  200_:,mil·e  fi  shi~g zone. 
As  the  three 
Community • s  fisheries 
basic.  tenet,  namely 
acceding. States gradually  confo.rm 
policy,  they  must  also ·.fall  in 
conservation  and  rebuilding  of  ,. 
stocks  in the  Community  pond. 
·'·' 
with  the 
with ·its 
.the  fish 
·;' - 49  -
At  the  same  time,  Spain,  which  has. the  'third-largest 
modern  fishing  fleet  in  the  world  (as big as  the  French,  Italian 
and  West  German  fleets  put  together),  should  get  .down  to. 
'  ' 
.·reducing  Spanish  fishing  capacity  to  a  level  commensurate  with 
the  new  limited catch possibilities of  Community  fishermen  in  the 
Community  pond  and  in  non-Member  countries'  waters.  In  this 
connection  too,  legislation  should  be  passed  in  Spain  to  make 
sure  tha~  the  Spanish  fishing  industry  starts  to  apply,  during 
·the  transi  tiona!  period,  the provisions which  are  in force  in  the 
other  Member  States  concerning· fishing  methods,  conservation  of 
fish  stocks  and  mesh  sizes. 
Community  consumer policy 
The  consumer  protection  mesures  tak~n  so  fa:·r  in  the · 
Community  represents  the  first  steps  towards  en  effective  con-
suriler ·policy.  The  accession  of  Spain,  Greece. and  Portugal  must 
not  jeopardize  the  progress  achieved  or  i~pede  furth~r  de~elop­
ment. 
Community  environmental  policy 
It  goes  without  saying  that  the. efforts  to  achieve  an 
effective  environmental  ~olicy  must  not  be  endangered  as - 50  -
a  result  of  enlargement.  The  development  of  protective ·and 
minimum  standards.in respect  of pollutants·gains  new  significance 
through  the  Community's  increased  responsibility  for  co,ntrolling 
pollution  in  the  Mediterranean.  Enlargement  means  in  fact  that 
the  highly  indented northern coast  of  the  Mediterranean will  come 
almost  completely  under  Community· ·jurisdiction.  It is  therefore· 
ne·cessary  for  the  Community  as  such  to  accede · to  the  convention 
on  the  control  of  pollution  in  the  Mediterranean  and  develop  an 
active  policy in ·this  sphere. 
Areas  of Community  external  relations specially affected by 
enlargement 
Mediterranean policy 
One  of  the  main  consequehces  of·  ~nlargemen~ will  be  a 
stronger Community  presence  in  the  Mediterranean  area.  The  Twelve 
will  thus  have  greater  responsibility ·in  all  matters 1 connected 
with  the  safeguarding  of  peace  and  economic  development  in  this 
area,  and  this  will  have  to  be  reflec.ted  in  a  concrete  overall 
Community  policy. 
Existing  treaties  and  agreements  must  be  activated and 
further developed. 
The  association  agreement  with  Turkey,  orie  of  .the. 
Community's  oldest  "allies"  in  the  Mediterranean  area,  must - 51  -
·not  be  jeopardized  by  the  accession  of  Greece.  Greece  must· 
accept  the  terms  and  objectives  of  the  association  agreement. in. 
full  and  actively support  the.Community•s  friendly relations with 
·~·  j 
Turkey.  This  implies  that  every  effort· will  have  to  be  made  .to 
set  t1  e  the  outstanding  disputes  with  Turkey  in  the  near · future.· 
if possible  before  Greek ·accession  (cont~nental  shelf  in  the 
...  ..: 
Aegean.  Cyprus).  The  Community's  greater  interes.t  'in . securing  • < 
•  '  J•  •  ' 
peace  in  this  r.ew  peripher~l  region of  the  ~nlarged  Community 
must  find.  expression "il'l  sustained .arid  patient  efforts  to  induce 
•  ·'  'r  ' 
these  two ··co~ntries  linked  with· the: Community  to  find .a  just .and 
balanced  solution to  the  disputes  mentioned~.  .  . 
.  ·  .•, 
This  aim  of  securing  peace  must  .alsc;  be  pursued  in 
relations with  the  North African States  and  the  coastal  St~tes of. 
the· southern  and  eastern Mediterranean. 
In  this connection  the  Committee  supports  the' Counci 1 's 
·.,  endeavours  to  establish  a  sustained  and  constructive  dialogue 
between  the  Community.  the  Arab  world  and  the  countries  of 
Africa.  This  will  be  conducive·  to  the·  economic  and  social 
··  ·  .devei'opment  of  all  regions  bordering  on  the ·.Me.di te.rranean  and  to 
the  safeguarding  of.  the  Communityi s  raw  materials  supplies.·  It  .  .  .  . . 
will  also  help  to  solve  urgent.· problems  in  the  North-Soutt"1 
Dialogue.  The  acceding  countries  will  have  to  ~ccept  ~he 
ec~nomic commitments  that  'the  Community  has entered  into' (or will 
enter  into  before  accession)  as  part  of  its  overall . policy 
vis~a-vis  the  Maghreb 
(Doc.  CES  1041/77). 
and  Mashreq· 
·.· 
,,. 
countries  and  Israel 
'  ' . , 
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~~  . 
T~ade relations with  the  COMECON  countries 
The  Member  States'  trade  links  with  COMECON  are gover-
ned  by  Community  legislation  dating  from  31.12.1974.  Industrial 
cooperation is dealt with separately. 
On  accession  the  new  Member  States will  have  to fall  in 
.. 
line  with  Community  arrangements  complyi~g  with  the . legal  pro-> . 
visions in force  at  that  time. 
Relationship between  the  Community  and  GATT 
.The  Community  speaks  for  the <'Member  States  in  GATT 
matters. 
On  accession  the  new  Member  States' will  have  to  accept 
the  Community • s  commitments  in  GATT  and  vi~-a-vis  th·e  variou.s 
'  ~·. 
contracting  parties  (including  those  ·arising  from  the  Tokyo 
round).  Similarly  they  will  be  eligible  ~or  concession~ made  to 
the  Community  by  the  other contracting parties ofGATT . - 53  -
When  the  accession  talks  have  been  wound  up,  the 
community  will,  -in  accordance  with  Article  XXIV,  paragraph  6 
{establishment  of  a  Customs  Union  or  Free.  Trade  Area),·  have  to 
supmi  t  its  dossier.  The  Economic  and  Soc'ial  Cummi ttee  believes 
that  the  Community  will  be  erti  tled  to  compensation  ffom  the 
other  contracting  parties in view  of  the  fac';t'  that  the "acceding ''. 
countries  currently  apply  higher  customs  tariffs  than  thqse · <;>f 
the  Community  Common  Customs  Tariff.  (After  the  first  enlarge-
_ment,  the  CommuQity  had  to  grant  compensations  because alignment 
on  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  meant. that,", on  average~  the  new 
f.1ember  States  had  to  increase  customs  duties  on:  imports  from 
··outside  the  Community) . 
. '. 
The  agreements with  the  EFTA  coun~ries 
The  large  free-trade  area  for  industrial  products  that 
the  Community  and  the  EFTA  countries  have  formed  since  1  July 
1977  will  be  further  expanded  by  the  acces~ion  of  Greece  and 
Spain,  so  that  duty-free  exchange  of  goods  will  be  possible  in. 
practically the whole  of Western  Europe. 
Community  development  aid policy 
Entry  into  the  EEC  of  three  less economically  developed. 
countries must  r\ot  mean  that  the  Community's  trade  policy. towards 
developing  countries  will  be  more  protectionist  or  that  the 
financing  of  enlargement  through  regional  .~d sectoral  pplicies 
will  be  at the  expense  of the Community's.development  aid. 
'  ~'  ' ',I  I 
'  ..  \ 
'  ·' 
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System  of generalized preferences 
The  concessions.  ·which  the  Community  currently grants  to 
·approximately  10  developing  countries  (exciuding  all  the  Eastern 
European  state-trading  countries  except  Rumania)  are  renewed 
annually  under  an  autonomous  10-year  agreemer.t  which  expires  on 
31  December  1980. 
Like  the  rest  of  the  deveOloped  world,  and  in the  light 
of the  last  UNCTAD  conference,· the  Community .will  probably decide 
to  renew "the  Generalized  Scheme  of ·Preferences  (GSP); ,:possibly 
for . a  further  ten  years.  The  scheme  wili·  however  probably  be 
made  more  selective,  so  as  to  ensure  that it mainly benefits  the 
developing nations. 
Needless  to  say,  the  future  Member  States will have  to 
accept  the  Communi i::y  GSP  lock,  stock  and  barrel  as  part  of  the 
Community  patrir.10ny.  They  must  expect  to  face  stiffer.· competi-
·tion  in  certain  areas  from  countries,  even  developing countries, 
from  whom  they are  heavily protected at the  moment. 
When  debating  the  new  ten~year_,  agreement,  the Communi ~Y  ,., 
should  therefore  take  account  of  the  interests  of  the  countries 
which  have  applied  to  join the  Community. 
.  ·  .. ·-~ 
'•·  . 
' 
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'The  Lome  Convention 
Enlargement  of  the  Community  will  not,  in  the  cases of. 
Greece  and  Spain,  lead  automatically  to  a  . change.  in  t.he  geo-
..  '· 
graphical  scope  of  the  Lome  Convention.  Of  the  former 
Portuguese  colonies,  Cape  Verde  Islands  and  Guinea-Bissau  are 
already  signatories.  And  it  is  not  out  of  the  question  that 
.Mozambique  and Angola will also accede. 
j  •. 
Relations with Latin America 
·'•. 
Because  of  the  historical  ties  between  Spain· and  the 
. countries  of  Latin  America  the  enlarged  Conununi ty may  be  ab],e  ·to 
forge  new  political  and  economic  links  with ·this  part  of. the 
world.  The  Community  should  not,  however,  make  available  tq 
the.se  countries  the preferential  and  1 non-reciprocity  1  agreements: 
that  have  been  concluded  with ·  the  ACP  countries  (see 
Doc.  CES  611/79 1  point 5.18.). 
4.  Financial  aspects 
Community  Bud&et  and Value-Added  Tax 
Budget 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  would  stress the  fact 
that  the  acceding  countries  must  accept  EC  budgetary provisions, 
including  the  regulation  on  "own.  resources",  just  as . the  new. 
Member  States  had  to  do  on  the  occasion of  the  last  enlargement 
of  the  Community.·  The  acce.ding  countries  will  have  to  accept 
the  administrative  rules  with  regard  to  .adoption  of  the  EC 
.  .  . 
budget,  the  decision  on  the  introduction  of  "own  resources"  and. 
the  implementing provisions. 
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·value-Added Tax 
:~.  ' 
.  This  obligation  to  accept  all  the  budgetary provisions 
furtner  implies - and  the  Committee  is in full  agreement with  the 
· Commission  on  this  matter  (see  Commission  Document 
No.  COM(78)  630. fin.,  pages  67  and  68)  that  the  acceding 
·countries  will  have  to  incorporate .into  their  national  laws  in 
the  near  future  ·.the  provisions  on  the  introduction . of  VAT 
throughout  the  EEC  and  the· related  Directives  to  enable . the  EEC 
.  ' 
share  of  national  VAT  revenue  to·· be  calculated  and  collected 
satisfactorily. 
·  Financial planning 
The  estimates of the  overall  cost  of .the  enlargement  of 
the  Community  \'lhich  have  been  made  ·so  far  (see  Commission 
Document  No.  CON{78)  200  fin.,  'pages  92  to· 104)  have  generally. 
been  limited  to  an  extrapolation  of  the:  1.978  EEC  budget  by 
applying  the  current  methods  and  levels. of· intervention  by  the 
financial  ~ nstruments  to  the  three  prospect,i  ve  member  countries, 
· without  taking  account  of  the  problems · arising  with  regard  to 
integration  both  in  respect  of  particular  areas  and  sectors. o~ 
the  existing  Community  and  the  acceding  countries.  It is  there-
. fore  urgently  necessary  for  the  Commission  to  draw  up  a  plan of 
action dealing with all  the  issues  involved  in  the  enlargement  of 
the  Community.  An  analysis  of  the  costs  involved  would  have· to 
be  appended  to  the  pl~ The  increa~e  in  the  EEC  budget 
consequential  upon  enlargement  should  be  'determined  anc:l  imple;,.. 
mented  as part of  a  medium~rm fin~cial· plan for  the  Community. 
\ 
Any  action which migrt  need  to  be  taken in the  light of 
'  this  medium-tenn  financial  /plan  with  regard  to  a  possible 
incJ'ease  in  the  Community's  "own  resources
11  and  the  diversi-
f'i~ation  and  strengthening  of  the  revenue  side  of the  EEC  budget , 
would  also have  to  be  planne~ on  a  medium-term  basis. 
'' •,.  ~. 
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Financial  Instruments  (*) 
that 
The  Er.onomi,c  and  Social  Committee  does  not  consider 
it  is  ad:rlsable  to  endeavour  to  solve  the  structural· 
problems  linked  to  the  enlargement  of  the,Community  by setting up 
'  an  ·ad  hoc.  enlargement  fund.  This could  give  potential  ne'w  member 
countries  expectations  which  the  EC  :. would  in practice  be  unable 
.  to  satisfy.  There  w'ould,  however,  seem  to· .be.  a  need  to  .draw  up 
an  actionrplan on  enlargement  with  a  view  ..  to  solving  all  the 
. problems  affecting  both  particular  regions  and  sectors ·of  the . 
existing  Communi~ and  of  the  acceding countries  as  a  result  of,, 
the  enlargement.  This  action  plan  should  provide ·the . framework 
for coordinating  measures  taken  with  financial  aid  from  the 
·;  'community.  An  essential  aim  in this .respect is to  coordinate  the 
·use  of  the  existing  financial  instruments.  This  coordination 
should prevent  EEC  funds  from  being  spread  t.oo  finely  and·  prevent 
the  effect  of  grants  from  EEC  funds  being  cancelled  out'because 
of a  lack of coordination. 
Although  the  problem  that  will  ·be  creat~d  by  the 
.  . 
regional  and  sectoral  imbalances  in  an  enlarged  Community  will · 
not  differ  fundamentally  from  the  problem  in  the  present ·· 
Community,  enlargement  will  nevertheless  place  further strain on 
:the  Community's  economic  and  social.  c;oh'esion,  which  is  already 
not  too  solid.  In  order,  therefore,  to  enable  the  entire 
enlargement  operati~n to  be  carried  out  successfully,  the  trans-
fer of financial  resources  from  richer .to poorer  regions will  be 
( *)  For  further  information  on  this  section  see  the  Committee • s 
publication  entitled  "Action  of  the  European  Community· 
through  its  Financial  Instruments"·  1979,  pages  275  ff. 
(esp.  299-300).  ·· '•  ,· 
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required  in  addition  to  what  is  provide·d  under  the.· existing 
. ' 
programme.  The  way  the  financial  resources  are  used  should  be 
'·. 
geared directly to the  desired social  and  eco~omic deveiopment  in 
the·Member States. 
Such  an  aid  programme  should  f<~rm  an  accompaniment  and 
a  basis  for  predetermined  transi  tiona!· rules  designed· to  enable 
the  acceding  countries ·to  reach  a  reasonable  level  of  economic 
development  and  thereby  ensure  that  the  'trans~  tiona!  period  is 
completed satisfactorily. 
In  this  connection  enlargement  could  give  rise  to  a 
critical  examination  of  the  procedures  for  making  allocations 
·from  EEC  funds.  The  following  points , should  be  noted  in  this 
·.respect  : 
Regional. Fund 
In  the  case of the  Region.al  Fund  one  of the  aims  should 
be  to set aside  a  particular percentage  of  the. sums .available for 
Community  measures  which  are  not  linked 'to  quotas  (see  point 
3.2.6.  above}.  The  funds  made  available  for  such measures  would 
have  to  be  increased  to . make  them  adequate  for  the  tasks· 
involved. 
.,  . 
!  . ·.· 
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Social  Fund 
. There  will  be  a  very  considerable  increase  fn  the 
number  of  priority  areas  eligible  for  aid  from  th'e  Social  Fund 
. (see  Document  No.  CD  60/78,  pages  6  and  7).  Almost  the  whole·  of 
Portugal  and Greece  and  a  large number. of  Spanish  regions will ·be 
added  to  the  current  priority  areas~  namely,  the  Irish Republic, 
Northern .Ireland,  Greenland,  the  south  of  Italy  and  the  French · 
~overseas territories. 
There  will  therefore ·be  a  tremendo.us  extension  of  the 
"Regional  Fund  Areas"  which  also  receive  top  priority  when  it 
~omes  to  aid  from  the  Social  Fund ·for  projects  of  a  regional 
nature.  In  this  connection. the.  question  arises  as  to  whether 
these  top-priority measures are detrimental  to· .or  even  absorb  the· 
funds  for  a  large  part  of  the other Social .Fund  measures. (to aid 
people  or sectors)  which  have  a.lower priority reting. 
The  Economic  and Social  Committee  would  stress its view 
. t~1at  a  large  part  of  the  sums  available  from  the  Social  Fund 
should  be  allocated for vocational  training ·and  the  retraining of 
wc,rkers  in  the  least  developed· areas.  There  should,  however, 
not  be  any  reduction  in  the  measures  taken hitherto  ·in  :these 
areas  to  help  y-:>ung  people,  people  leaving  agriculture, · hartdi- · 
capped  persons .and  women  workers. 
An  overall plan 
An  overall plan with regard  to  the·~se of EEC  financial 
instruments  for  overcoming  the  problems  arising  in  connection 
with  enlargement  should  therefore  include  provision  for  the 
following: 
:,. 
•': ··, 
·l·' 
i  .• 
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- training.  and  retraining  facilities  in  less  developed  areas 
(Social  Fund  and  Regional  Fund); 
- retraining facilities for people  leaving  farming  (Regional  Fund 
and  the  Guidance  Section  of  the · Agri?ul,tural  Guidance  .and 
Guarantee  Fund) 
production  and 
EAGGF); 
and  the  related  questions  of  improvements  in . 
market  structures  (Guidance  Section  of  the. 
investment  to  improve  infrastructures  and  the  strupture  of .· 
·:.  ·. 
industrial  production  and  services  in  the  less.  developed  areas 
(Regional  Fund  and  Eur~pean Investment  Bank). 
Account  must  be  taken  of  the  following  ·concrete 
requirements  : 
''  Regional  Fund  The  non-quota  ... section  used  for  Community :--" 
measures  must  have  sufficient funds  at its disposal; 
Social  Fund 
referred  to 
as  amended 
Updating  of  ·the  distri·bution  of  allocations .,. 
in. Articles  4  and  5  of  the  Decision  No.  71/66/EEC 
by  Decision  No •. 77/801/EEC,  OJ  No.  L  337  of 
.27  December  1977; 
.... 
Guidanc~  Section  of  the  EAGGF  increases  in  the  funds 
available  which  have  not  , been  increased  for  many  years; 
redefinition  of  the  specific  measures· on  the  occasion  of  the· 
enlargement. 
The  use  of EEC  financial  instruments  should,  therefore~. 
form  part of an  outline plan for tackling the  prol;>,lems  arising .in 
.connection  with  enlargement;  this plan  must,  of course,  be  based 
on. the  nat.ional  and,  where  available,  Community  program1J1eS  and 
policies served by  the  financial  instruments.  To  this end  there  ' 
is a  need  to  : 
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provide  a  de:fini tion,  which  would  apply  to  all  the  :financial 
instruments  o:f  the  :following 
I  . 
•  priority sectors 
•  priority beneficiaries  (workers) 
priority regions,  all regions  of  the Community being divided 
into groups  according  to their development  and  redevelopment 
needs; 
- create  a  system  providing  for  the 
11integrated"  use of  a  number 
of  Community  instruments  at  the  same  time  in  order  to  tackle . 
problems which could not  be  solved. satisfaqtorily by  the  use  of'. 
a  single EEC  rinancial  instrument; . 
- set out different levels of EEC  financial  participation :for  the 
various  regions,  these  levels  being.  geared  to  the  level  of 
development  of the  region concerned; 
- determine  the  level  of  participation of  EEC  financial  instru-
ments  solely  on  the  basis  of  the  cos:ts· :of  the  proposed  pro- . 
jects. 
This  overall  plan  for  tackling ·.the  problems  of  en7 
· largement  should  be  worked  out  as  the.  negotiations  with  the 
'acceding countries progress and  should  come  into effect gradually 
as  Greece,  Portugal  and Spain  join the  ComriiUnity~ 
.·.,.\ 
This  overall plan would  provide  the Comunity.with  a  set 
·of  instruments  which  would  match  up ·to  the  special  "Enlargement 
Fund,;.  which  the Committee  does  not  support; .  such  a  plan would  be 
sufficiently  :flexible  and  effective  to  enable  the  adjustment 
problems  consequential  on 
thes.e  problems  a:f:fect  areas 
or  t~e acceding countries. 
enlargement  to ·be  tackle.d,  whether 
'  and  sectors o:f  the existing·community -· 62  -
One  of  the  logical  consequences.  of  drawing  up  this. 
overall  plan·  of  action . to  deal  with  the· issues  arising·  from 
enlargement  should. be  an  increase  in  the  funds  available  :to  the · 
EEC  financial  in~truments  to  enable  them  to  meet  the  new 
circumstances.  The ..  Economic  and  Social  Committee  considers  it 
•'  f  " 
very  important  in  this  respect  to  make  a  detaile·d  calculation of 
the · appropriations  needed  so  that  the  general'  public ·in  the 
Community  of  Twelve  knows  what  price  has  to  be  paid  for  the 
political  and  economic  benefits to be  derived  fr<?m  enlargement. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  realizes  that  any 
further  quantificat'ion  of  the  effects'  of'  enlargement.  par-
ticularly  with  t'egard  to.·  employment,  production  as  well  as  the 
size  and  structure  of  the  Community  budget,  is  problematic  and · 
·can  at  best  be  only  approximate.  The  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  would  nevertheless  welcome. Commission  attempts  to  make 
a·  rough  assessment  of the  effects of enlargement  as.  soon as· entry 
.  .  '  .. 
,. conditions  have  been  negotiated  in  detail  and  are  clear  to  all. 
This  could  form  the  basis  for  possible  corrective  meas1..1res 
(e.g.  in  the  agricultural  sector),  and .proyide  guideli'nes  for 
·medium-term action. 
* 
*  * 
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A  P  P  E  .N  D  I  X 
The  Community's  links with  the 
applicant countries 
....  Basic data  .... RELATIONS  BETWEEN  THE  EUROPF.AN  COMMUNITIES  ANfJ  THE  COUNTRIES  THAT  HAVE  APPLIED  FOR  .MEMBERSHIP:  .  APPENDIX  TO  THE  oP:!JII~­
OP'  THE  SUB-COPIRITTB£- OR 
ENLARGEMENT  - APPLICA-
TION  OF  C.REECE,  PORTU-
GAL  ANP  SPAIN  •·oR  MEM-
BERSHIP  OF  TliZ  &\JROPEAII 
COMMUNITY 
A.  INSTITUTIONAL 
MACHINERY 
1.  Type  of 
agreement 
2.  Date of en-
ti'Y into 
force 
3.  Duration 
4. Cooperation 
Bodies 
0  R  .E  E  C  E 
Association Agreement  (63/107/EEC) 
OJ  No.  L  26  (1963),  p.  293  ff. 
1  November  1962 
No  limit set 
BAS tC  FF.ATURES 
P  ·0  ll  1'  U  G  A  L 
Regulation  lay lng  down  an  agreement  -
Councll  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2844/72 of 
19.12.-U 
(OJ  No.  L  301  (1972),  p.  164 ff. 
1  January  1973 
No  limit set 
"Either Contracting Party ma:y.denounce 
-::"''  Agreement  by notifying the  other 
Contracting Party.  The  Agreement shal 
cease  to  be  in force  twelve  months  after 
the  date of such notirication". 
(Art.  37)  -
Council  or Association  Join.t  Committee 
Terms  or  ·r--f'erenc~  are  laid  down  by  the  ·Makes  recommend  a l1 ons  and  takes  dec!-
Agreement  (Art.  3). ·  Can  take. dec talons.  t~innn  Ira  l.hll  .r.nw•n .provl<ltld  for  In  t.h" 
Conn is  ta  of. ·member·"  of  the ·goV&ll'nmen t:n  ·  llp,r·c•nrn<>ri I.. 
of  the ·Mo·mber  Strll.nll,  of  thn  Communi ty'n  ll!!l.n  by  ~~!~'.!::~· 
Council  nne!  Comm!n:-;·lon,  and  of. lhe  Greck  Ct>rwl:!l.n ·nr  rcprcf<r-nt.«t:tves  of  t.he 
.• -government.  eornrnunlt:y  !l!ld ·l'ortugal  (Arts.  32  and  33 
5.  Agreement 
Objectives 
D~ctsions must  be  unanim:Jus  (Art.  65). 
Promote  the  continuous  rued  balanced 
strengthening of'  trade  arcd  economic 
relations between  the  Parties,  while 
taking full  account of  the  need  to  en-
sure  an  accelerated development of  the 
Greek  economy  and  to  improve· the  level 
·or  employm~nt and  the  li~ing conditions 
·or the  Greek  people.  (Art.  2(1)). 
Progressive  eliminat:ion of obstacles·  to 
the  bulk o£  their  trade,  in  accordanc~ 
with  the  provisions of  the  Ceneral 
Agreement  on Tariffs and  Trade  concer-
ning  the  establishment of free  trade 
areas  (Preamble). 
~ ·  ..  , 
8  P  A  I  N 
Regulation  laying  down·an  agreement-
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  15~4/70 of 
20.7.7C 
OJ  No.  L  182  (1970)  p.  1  ff. 
1  october  1970 
No  limit set 
Earliest  dat~ for  completion of.first 
stage  :  30  ~3eptember 1976 
(Art.  1) 
The  agreemcn t  may  be  denounced  by either 
Contracting Party  gi.ving  six months' 
not10e 
(Art.  16) 
Joint Commit tee 
Makes  rec;omrnendatlon.~ Pll<l  takes  dtJctetnnB 
tra  th~•  casno  provld,d for  In  thl'l  Aareemen1 
Aet  ..  by  m!.!tual  ~£2[TI§nt..  .  .  . 
Comprises  rApresentatlvon of  the  r:ommu-
nity  and  or  Spain  (Arts.  13  and  14). 
COnsolidate  and  extend economic  and 
trade  relations .between  the· community 
and  Spain  (Preamble). 
(Jl 
""'  .I ~---------r----~--------------------~------------------------~r-------------~----------~ 
0  R  E  E  C  E 
6,  Objectives  ~  a)  establishment of  a  customs  un1on; 
be  achieved  through  b)  joint measures  by  the  Parties; 
alignment of their policies  in--the 
areas  covered  by  the  agreement; 
c)  making  available  to  the  Greek  economy 
within  the  fra'llework  of  the  Financial, 
Protocol  to  the  Agreement,  of resour 
oes  which will assist it to  de~ 
~a  higher  rat~  (Art.  2(2)). 
P  0  R- T  U  G  A  L 
Customs  dutius  and  charges of equivalent 
effect  to  be  phased  out  (Arts.  3,  4  and 
5). 
Customs  duties on  exports and  charges 
having equivalent effect· to  be  abolishe~ 
(Art.  7).  · 
Quanti tati  vc  import restrictions and 
measures  of equivalP.nt effect to  be 
abolished  (Art.  14). 
S  P  A- I  N 
The.progressive elimination of obstacles 
to  the  main  body of trade  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  Spain  is 
to  be  brought about  in  two  stages·'-: 
The first stage  is  to last not  less  than 
six years.  -
Transition  from  the  first  to  the  second 
stage  is  to  be  effected by  mutual  aeree-
ment  between  the. Contracting Parties 1f 
the  conditions for it have  been satis-
fied. 
The  first stage is to  be  governed  by  pro-
visions  listed  in  the  Agreement  (Art.  1). 
(These  conditions solely-concern  trade 
and  the  ope~ation of  the  Joint  Committee~ 
~--------~~--------------------------~·-------~-------------------~-----------------------------,  7.  Agreement 
:foreseen  ? 
(Yes/No).  If 
so,  on  what 
condU:ions. 
B.  Latest Amend 
rnents  to  the· 
Agreement 
Yes.  "As  soon  as  the  opet ation  of"  this 
Agreement  has  &.dvanced  far enough  to 
justify envisaging full _acceptance  by 
Greece  of  the  obilgutions arising out of 
the Treaty establishing  the  F.ur·opesn 
Economic  Community,  the  Cnntracting Par 
ties  sh_all  exwnine  the  possibility of 
the :accession of  Greece  to  the, Commu-
nity",  ·(Art.  72-).  · 
Fil}anoial  Protocol  betw,,.m  the  European 
Economtc  Community  -ancl  Greece,  signed 
1n  Brussels  on  28  February  1977.  Entry 
'into· force  :  i  August  1978-. 
(OJ  No,  L  225-197!1,  p.  25  fi') 
Provides  for  Community  participation  in 
measures  to  promote,  by  endeavours  sup-
plementary  to  those  of  Greece,  the  ra-
pid development of  the  Greek  economy 
and  the  complementarity of Greek agri-
culture with  Cornmuni ty agr1cu1 ture 
(Art.  1). 
Amount  of  Community  aid  :  280 million 
European  units of account  (EUA)  : 
- 225  million ~UA iri-the-rorm of  loans 
(150 million  EUA  to  have  3%  interest 
subsidy)  ·  -
- 45  mi Ilion  EUA  in· the  form  of out-
-right grants 
- 10 milliorr .tWI\.•  i11  the  t'orm·or·,nans 
on  speciai  terms. 
~. though nnt cxplicity ruled out.  The 
two  Contract:ing l'nrt1es  are  willing "to 
examine,  in  be  light of"  any  relevant 
factor,  and  fn  particular of develop-
ments  in  the  Community,  the  possibllit.y 
of d<}VI!loptng  and  deep<'ning  their rela-
tiona  where  lt would  appear useful  in 
-th.,  tntoreats of  their economies  to  ex-
t-,;nd  tttem  tn  fieldn  not  COVered  by  thiR 
Agt'et!men t"  ( l'r·oambl").  ------
AP,rcemcn t  In  the  fo  r·t11  of  an  e xchanec  of 
letters amendtng  Uv·  Agreement  be tween 
_the  European-Econorn1c· Community._and  _ 
Portugal by ·changing certain  tariff' · 
specifications·- -
(OJ-No.  L302-l970,  p.  28ff.) 
This  Agreement  was  preceded  by  a  Finan-
cial Protocol  (covering. loans  from -the 
European  Investment  Bank  to  the  amount 
of'  200 million units of account,  with 
up  to  150 million units  of'  account 
carrying  an  fnterest subsidy of 3%  per 
annum)  and  an  Additional Protocol  (con-
cerning trade measures,  social,  indus-
trl.al',  technological  and  financial  co-
operation).  (OJ  No.  L  274-1°78, p.  1  ff) 
~----------~----------------~-------------L~--------------~·--
No. 
P>:"otocol  laying  down  certatn provisions 
relating  to  the  Agreement  between  the  EEC 
and  Zpain,  consequent  on  the  adhesion of 
new  Member _State's  to  the  EEC. 
;Council  Regulation- (EEC)  No.  680/73,  of 
26  February  1973  (OJ  No.  L  66-'1973, 
p.  1  ff). 
0> 
"' ·-.~., 
.,  ------,  -----------r-------:---------:--------, 
I  G  R  E  E_.,C·_ E  .  ~  p  0  R  T  u  (.l  A  L  -1  s  p  A  I  H  I 
B. rrr eo- HI JNTTHE 
1.  Pol1 tical 
Cooperation 
2.  Economic 
Cooperation 
3,  Financial 
Aid 
Establish  ever closer bonds  between  the 
l.lreek  people  and  the  peoples brought  to-
gether  in  the  European  Economic  Commu-
nity. 
Preserve  and  strengthen  peace  and  libert?t 
by  joint pursuit of  the  ideals under-
lying  the Treaty establishing  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community.  {Preamble). 
Ensure  a  continuous  1m  rovement  in~ivin  Consolidate  and extend  the  economic  re~. 
conditions  in  Greece  and  in  the  European ~  existing between  the  Community 
Economic  Community  through  accelerated  and  Portugal  and ensure,  with  due  regard 
economic  progress  and  thP  harmonious  ex- for :fair conditions or  competition,  the 
pansion of  trade,  and  to  reduce  the  dis- harmonious  development  of  their commerce 
parity between  the  Greek  economy  and  the·for  the  purpose  of contributing to  the 
economies  of  the  Member  States or  the  work  of constructing Europe.  (Preamble). 
Community.  (Preamble). 
The  Association entails  : 
"Making  available  to  the  Greek  economy, 
within  the  ~ramework of  the  Financial 
Protocol  to  the  Agreement,  of resources 
which will assist it -to  develop at a 
higher rate"  (Art.  2(c).). 
-"The  loans  provided  :for  in  the  Financial 
Protocol  can attain a total  amount .of 
125  million  US  dollars.  'fhis  runourit  is 
to  be  used  in  the  :fiv0 years  following 
thP  entry  tnto  force  of'" _the  Protocol". 
"i:oails  aha ll·.bear  in  t~r<1fl t  at  thu- aaine 
rat  .  .,  as  that  chllf'((ed  by  th"  European'  Jn-
ve;;tment  Bank  at  tho  tim~. of signa_tlire 
of1  the  loan contract".  · 
"However  . • .  the  loans  inay,  for  up  Lo 
t~<o-thirds of  the  total  .••  qualifY for 
interest J•ehateR.o:f 3"  per  annum,  .if. the 
nature .of  the  project  for. which  ~1han­
c1ng  is requested  eo  requires", _. 
(Financial Protocol).  .  .  . 
The  Contracting Parties are  to  "seek ·all 
means  of promoting  the  investment  in 
Greece  of capital .from  countries of the 
Community  which  can  contribute  to  ~~e 
d"velopment. or  the  l.lreek  economy".  I 
I  I (Art.  62.  2ncl_  p~arl.!aa·~;  )~..;.,__ ________  ..~,  __________  _ 
'< 
..... ·  ;...; .. 
Consolidate  and extend economic  and 
trade  relations  betWeen  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  Spain. 
(Preamble). 
"'  "' 4.  COmmercial 
at'f'airs 
4a.  Common  CUB-
toms  tar  1 ff' 
and  Customs 
duties 
4b.  Quantitativo 
restric-
tions 
G R E  E  C E 
"The  Association shall be  based  upon  a 
customs  union which,  save  as  otherwise 
provided  in this Agreement,  shall  cover 
trade  in  goods  and  shall  involve  the 
prohtbi  tion between  Member  States of'  the' 
Community  and  Greece  of'  customs  duties 
on  imports  and  exports  and  of all char-
ges  having equivalent effect,  and  the 
adoption  by  Greece  of'  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff of the  Community  in  its relations 
wrt'Fithird  countries. 
Save  as  otherwise  provided  in  this 
Agreement.,  thP.  t_ranst t1onal  period  f'or 
attainment-of  the  Custnmr~  linton  ehttll 
be  12  Y"'nrtl".  (Art  ..  6). 
Exception  provided for Article  15  in 
respect of certain tariff headings  : 
22  year  transitional  period  ...  (basi" 
data}. 
"Quantitative  restrictions  on  imports 
and exports,  and  all-measures  having 
equivalent effect,  shall,  without  pre-
judice  to  the- following provisions,  be 
prohibited between  t~e Contracting 
Parties  (Arts.  22  and  28}". 
"All  quanti.tative  r·es:trictions. applied 
by  Member  States  to  imports  from  Greece 
shall be  abolished not"·later than .22 
years  after the entry into  force of this 
agreement".  (Art.·  25  (5)  and Art.  26 (8) 
"Quantitative restrictions on  exports, 
and all measures  having equivalent 
effect,  shall  be  prohibited between  the 
Contracting Partlcs.  The  Member  States 
of  the  Community  and  Gr«ece  shall,  by 
the  end of  the  transitional  period 
laid down  in Article  6  at  the  latest 
(12  year9)  abolish all quantitative  res 
trictions on  export.n  and  any  measures 
having equivr:lent eJ'fcct".  (Art.  28}. 
PORTUGAL 
There  are  no  arrangements  from Portugal 
to  adapt  the  Community's  Common  Custom'~ 
~-
"No  new  customs  duties  on  imports shall 
be  introduced  in  trade  between  the 
Community  and  Portugal. 
Customs  duties on  1mports shall  be  pro-
gressively abol:lshed  in  accordance  with 
the  following  timetable  : 
- on  1  April  1973,  each  duty shall  be 
reduced  to  80%  o['  the  basic duty; 
- four  f).lrthor  rod11ctiona  of  <>0~  ea<:h 
nha  11  b"  11111dn  on  : 
1  January  197-1 
1  January  197'> 
l.  January  l'J76 
1  July  1977" 
(Art.  3)  (basic data}. 
"No  new  quantitative  restrictions on 
il:"port~ ··or  measures  having equivalent 
effect sha-ll  be  introduced  in  trade 
be tween  the. Community  and  Portugal •. 
Quantitative  restr·ictions  on  imports 
shall be  abolished on  1  January  1973 
and  any measures  having an  effect· 
equivalent  to  quantitative  restrictions 
on  imports  shall  be -abolished not  later 
than  1  January  1975".  (Art.  14). 
s·  P  A I  N 
"Products originating in  Spain shall,  on 
importation  into  the  Community,  be 
governed  by  the  provisions of  Annex  I. 
Products originating  in  the  Community 
shall on  importation  into  Spain  be 
governed  by  the  provisions of Annex  II". 
(Art.  2,  (1)  and  (2))  (basic data). 
"Imports  in•:o  the  community  of products 
originating  in  Spain which_ are  covered 
by  provisions  of  this Annex,  including 
the  products  set out  in list A  and  B  but 
excluding  those  listed in Articles  3  and 
10, -shall  b_e  admitted -without  quantita-
tive  restrictions"  (Art.l of Annex  I). 
"Spain· sharl  ref'rain  from  in traducing  BnJI 
new quantitative restrictions on -imports 
of products originating in  the  Community 
other  than -those  listed in  Annex  II to 
the Treaty establishing the  F:uropean 
Economic  Community. 
This obligation shall apply,  however, 
only  to  80%-of  the  value  of  total  import£ 
of  these  products,  calculated on  the 
basis of  the  average  for  the  years  1966, 
1\167  and  1968". · 
(Art.  4  ( 1.}  or  A-nnex  _.I I}. 
Ol  ..., ..  _,. 
!J •  P'Ne  move-
ment of wor-
lcers,  tree-
4om  of es-
··tablishment 
and  freedom 
to  provide 
services 
6.  7ransport 
U  R  E  E  ·c  E 
"Freedom ot movement  ro,·  workers 
under Articles  48  and  49  of  the  Tr·t•uty 
establishing the  Community  shall be  ,;e-
cured  between  Member  States  and  Greece 
at a  date  and  in accordance  with rules 
to be  determined by  the  Council  of 
Association,  but not before  the  end of 
a  transitional  period  laid  down  in 
Article  6  of this Agreement".  (Art.  44). 
"The  Contracting Parties shall,  in  pro-
gressive  and  balanced stages,  facili-
tate the establishment of nationals of 
Member  States  in  the  territory of· 
Greece  and  of nationals of Greece 
within .the  Community,  in  accordance 
with the  principles of Articles  52  to 
56  and  Article  58  of  the  Treaty estab-
lishing  the  Community,  except for  the 
provln1ons of  those  Articles which  lay 
down  the  t1me  limits  and  the  procedure 
tor attaining freedom of establish-
ment".  {Art.  47). 
"The  Council of Association shall, 
during  the  transitional period  laid 
down  in Acticle  6  ot"  this  agreement 
{12_years)·,  decide  on  the  appropriate 
measures  to  be  adopted  to facilitate 
the  provision .of services  betwee·n. the 
Community  and  Greece•;:-{Art.  49). 
n1n  accordance with rules  and  condi~ 
tiona which it shall determine,  the 
·Council  of Association shall extend 
the transport provisions of  the  Treaty 
establishing the  Community  to  Greece, 
with due·  regard  to ·the  g<•f)graphical 
situation of  thllt country". 
(Art.  50,  (1)). 
p·o R T  U 0  A L  5  P  A  I  N 
;  ~ 
"'  CD 7.  Agriculture 
-.8.  Coal  and 
Steel  (ECSC) 
·-.-:-!;~. 
GREE"_CE 
"The Association shall extend  to  agri-
culture  and  trade  in agricultural pro-
ducts"  (Art.  32).  · 
"'the  functioning  and  development of  the 
Association  in respect of agricultural 
products shall be  accompanied by  pro-
gressive  hsrmoniz_ation of  the  agricul-
tural policies of  the  Community  and 
Greece.  Harmonization  must be  estab-
lished by  the  end  of  the  22-year  tran-
sitibnal period".  (Art.  33). 
"This  agreement shall not  apply  to  pro-
ducts  w1 thin  the  province. of  the  Euro-
pean  r.oal  and  Steel ·community" 
(Art.  o9). 
J 
PORTUGAL 
"The  Contracting Parties declare their 
readiness  to foster,  so  far ·as  their 
agricultural policies allow,  the  har-
monious  development  of  trade  in agricul-
tural products  to  which· the  Agreement 
does  not  apply",  (Art.  f7  (1)). 
"ln  the  event of specific rules being 
established as  a  result of  the  implemen-
tation of its agricultural policy or of 
any  alteration of  the  current rules or 
in  the  event of any  alterations or ex-
tension of  the  provisions relating to 
the  implement!ltion  of agricultural  po-
licy, 'the  Contracting Party  in question 
may  adapt  the  arrangements  resulting 
from  this Agreement  in  respect of the 
products  which  are  the  subject of these 
rules or alterations. 
In  such  caseF  the  Contracting Party  in 
question  she:  '  take  due  account of  the 
interests of  t.he  other Contracting Party. 
To  this end  the  Contracting Par-ties may 
consult each other within  the  Joint 
Committee  provided for -in  Arti-cle  29". 
(Art.  10). 
Agreement  between  the  Member  States of 
the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community 
and  the .European  co·al  and  Steel  Commu.-
nity,  of  the  one  part,  and  the  Portu-
guese  Republic of  the  other part 
(OJ  No.  I. 350-19?3,  p.  53  ff).  · 
"No  new  c"ustomn  dutlos  on ·imi'JOrte  shall 
be  introuuced  in  trade  between  the  Com-
munity  and  Portugal. -
Cus~oma dutlr.>s-·on· imports·· shall be  pro-
gressively  abolished  in  accordance  with 
the  following  tlmetable  : 
- on  1  Ap1·il  1973  each  duty shall  be  re-
duced  to  80%  of  the  basic duty. 
- four further reductions of  20%  each 
shall  be  made  on  : 
1. January  1974 
1  January  1975 
1  January  1976 
1  July  1977" 
(Article  2,  ECSC  Agreement) 
SPAIN 
----------------------;  "The  Goverr  ,..,nts  of the Member  States 
agree  that questions arising out ·or  tr~~e 
in  products  covered by  the Treaty  esta~~ 
lishing  the  European· Coal  and  Steel  Com-
munity  may  be  reviewed  aa necessary, 
·under procedures  and  c_o~ditlons to  be 
laid down  by  mutual  agreement at  thf.: · 
appropriate  time  and  accord-ing  to_  the 
. c·ircumstances"-· · · 
~  '  ..  .  '  . 
"The  Spanish ·Government  agrees  that 
II 
(letters exchanged  on  29  June  1970  in 
Luxembourg  between  the  Heads of the  two 
delegations on  products  covered by  the 
Treaty establishing the  European  Coal  ·and 
Steel Community). 
·-
~--~----~----------------------~-------------------~----L-----------------------~ 
e. 
"" ."•'. 
9. ·Energy. 
o.  App11oab1litll 
undar  tho 
Aareement ot 
certain Com-
munity rules 
1.  Policy, 
vis-A-vis 
third coun-
tries 
·.  ~ .: 
a·R  E  E  c·E 
"The  Contracting Parties recogni?.e  that 
the principles  laid  dowro  tn Artfclo11  85, 
86,  90  and  9?.  ot  tho  Treaty  eatablishin~ 
the  Community  should  be  applied  in  their' 
relations w1thln  the  Ass<Jc{ation 
(competition rules)  (Art.  51). 
The  Agreement  also  adopts  other  common 
rules  from ·the  Treaty concerning  : 
- tax provisions  (Arts.  95,  96,  97  and 
98 of  the  Treaty)  (Arts.  53  and  54); 
- dumping  (Art.  91  of  the  Treaty) 
(Art.  56); 
- approximation  of  laws  (Art.  100 of 
the  Treaty)  (Art.  57). 
"The  Contracting Parties shall-con·sul  t 
each other  in  the  Council  of Association: 
in  ord~r  to  achieve,  in  the  transitional 
period  laid down  in Article  6  (12  years) 
the  coordination of  their  commercial· 
policies  in relation  to  third countries, 
in particular in  the-fields mentioned  in 
Article  113  (1)  of the  Treaty estab-
lishing the  Community". 
"At  the  end ·of  the  transitional period. 
laid down  in Article  6,  the ·Community  · 
and ·a·reece,  meeting  in  the  Council. of 
Association,  shall  coordinate  their 
commercial policies more  closely with 
the  aim of achieving  a  commercial-policy 
based on  uni~orm principle"" 
(Art.  64  (1)  and  (2)). 
P  0  R -T  U  G  A  L 
"Protocol No.  7  lays  down  the  treatment 
appiicabie  to  imports  into Portugal of 
certain ••.  petroleum products". 
(Art.  15  (2)). 
Thr.  Agroement  adopts  the  rules or  the 
Treaty establishing  the  Community  con-
cerning  : 
- competition  rules  (Arts.  85,  86  and 
92  or  the  Treaty)  (Art.  26); 
- dumping  (Art.  91  of  the  Treaty) 
(Art.  28). 
J 
S  P  A.  I  ·N 
"Any  1nternar fiscal measure  or practice 
giving rise,  directly or indirectly,  to 
discrimination between  the  products of 
one  Contracting_ Party and  like  products 
of  the  other Contracting Party shall  be 
prohibited",  (Art.  3). 
"If one  or  the  Contracting Parties finds 
in its relations with  the other Contrac-
ting Party that dumping is being prac-
tised,  it may,  after consultation  in  the 
Joint Committee  provided for  in Art.  13, 
take  protective measures  against such 
practices  •.• ".  (Art.  9  (1)). 
__;___:__;__.....L.~-----------·· 
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12. -Protective 
measures 
·The Agreement  provides for-the  adoption 
of protective measures  in  the. following 
cases  : 
The  Agreement provides  for  the adoption  , 
of protective measures  by  tho  Contract~ 
Parties  in  the  following  cases  : 
The  Agreement provides  for  the  adoption 
of protective measures  by one of  the 
Contracting Parties  in -the  following 
cases  :  l)  "Where  one  of  the  Contracting Par-
ties considers  that dispar1tioR,  rA-
sulting from  the  applicat1on  to  im-
ports of customs duties,  quanti ta-
tive remtrictions,  or  lli'IY  moasurtHl 
having equivalent  ~ffect as  also 
1)  ~·anure b,y  the  other Contracting 
Party  to  f'ulfl 1  an  obligation  und!Jr 
the  Agreelllent-(Art.  25);  11)  Existence  of dumping.  (Art;  9), 
2)  Adoption  by  the  other Coritraottng  2) 
!'arty of oonunerc1a1  praotio«Js  "incom-
patible wt th· the  proper  functioning 
"If'  a"r!.ous  disturbances occur  tn  -~~ 
sector of  the  Spanish economy  (a sec-
tor ot the  economy  of  the  Coiiii!IW11ty 
or ot one  or more  Member  States) or 
prejudice  its external  financial sta-
bility,  or if difficulties arise which 
adversely affect the  economic situa-
tion  in  a  region of  Spain  (of the 
Community)".  (Art.  11). 
from. any other measure of  comme~cial 
policy,  threaten  to  cause  deflec- IJ) 
tiona of  trade or economic  difficul-
ties  in its terri  tory".  (Art.  10). 
2)  When  these  measures  are  "necessary 
for protecting and  promoting  the 
development of a  processing  industry 
which did not exist in Greece  at the 
date of entry into force of this 
Agreement"  (Art.  18) or "to  promote 
the  development of specific sector·s 
of the  Greek  economy  or  to meet  any 
shortage of basic foodstuffs". 
(Art.  28) ._-
3)  "The  Contracting Parties may  adopt 
any protective measures  which  they 
consider  to  be  needed  to  overcome 
difficulties due  to  the  absence  of  a 
decision of  the  Council  of Associa-
tion on  the  matters  covered  by. 
Articles 52  and  53  (competition  and_ 
tax rules) :or  to  the non-application 
ot tho· measures  adopted  by  tt•e  Coun-
cil of'Assoc1atton  in  relation 
-t~ereto-"·  ... (Art.  55), 
"  .  ' 
4)  The  exl.stence  of dwn'ping.  (Art.  56). 14) 
5)  Where  Greece  or a  Member  state· is  in 
dif'ficultles or  is s"riously  threa-
tened with difficulties as  regards 
its balance  of payments.  (Art.  60)_.  ~) 
ot  the  Agreement"  (Art.  26); 
"Where  an  increase  in  imports  of  a 
given  proguct is or is likely to  be 
seriously detrimental  to  any  produc-
tion activity carried on  in  the  ter-
ritory of one  of  the  CGntraeting Par-
ties and  where  this  increase  is due 
to  : 
- the  partial or  total reduction  in 
the  importing Contracting Party,  as 
provided for  in  the  Agreement,  of 
custom~ duties  and  charges having 
equivalent effect levied on  the 
product  in question,  and 
- the fact  that  the  duties or charges 
having equivalent effect levied by 
the  exporting Contracting Party on 
imports of  raw  materials or inter-
mediate -products  used  in  the  manu-
facture  6f  the  product· in question 
are  sip,nificantly  lower  than  the. 
corre~pondtng duties or chargee  -
levied  by  the  importing Contracting 
Party". ·(Art.  27).  · 
"If  on~ of the ·c(;ntracting 'Parties 
finds  that dump.tng  is  taking place  in; 
trade ·with  tho  other Contracting 
Party".  (Art.  ?.B).  -·  ·  -
"I.f'  serious disturbances arise  in 
any sector of the -economy or if 
difficulties arise which  could bring 
about serious deterioration  ~n the 
economic  situation of a  region'~. 
(Art.  29). 
6)  "'llh~re  one or more  Member  Sta  tea of 
the  Communjty  or Portugal  is in 
difficulties or is seriously  threa-
tened with difficulties as regards 
its balance of pa;Yments". 
(Art.  31). 
I 
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In  its  Opinion  on  the  problems  of  enlargement  of  the . 
Community  from  Nine  to  Twelve  members,  ·the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  agrees  on  the  political  and  economic  conditions  that 
need  to  be  fulfilled  if  enlargement  is  to  be  success:ful. .. :.  The 
Committee  considers  that  enlargement  will  help  to  bring  about 
poli~ical stability  and  strengthen  democracy  in  southe~n Europe, 
thus  consolidating  the  democratlc  system  throughout  Europe.  As 
far  ~s  economic  aspects  are  concerned,  th~  Committee  feels :that. 
every  opportunity  must  be  seized ·to  generate  a  new·  dynamism. 
This  can  be  achieved,  inter  alia,: by. opening  up  new  markets  in 
agriculture  and  industry. 
If  th~  European  Community  is  .to  be  strengthened, 
·  '  resolute  efforts  must  be  made  to  secure  a  more  balanced. develop-
ment  of the various  regions  of Europe. 
,·· 
. The  Committee  consider~ that  enlargement  must  be  based 
on  the  existing  Treaties  and  on  ·the  ·community's  ·seconda.t-y 
legislation.  Acceding  countries  must  therefore  wholeheartedly 
accept  th~ "acquis  communautaire". 
.,, 
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